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EPIGRAPH

子曰：“学而不思则罔，思而不学则殆。”

The Master said,

“If you study but don’t reflect, you’ll get confused.

If you reflect but don’t study you’ll get into trouble.”

子曰：“由，诲女知之乎！知之为知之，不知为不知，是知也。”

The Master said,

“Yóu (name), shall I teach you about knowledge?

If you know, recognize that you know.

If you don’t, realize that you don’t.

That is knowledge.”

子在川上曰：“逝者如斯夫,不舍昼夜。”

The Master stood on the banks of the river, said,

“How it flows on, never creasing, day and night! ”

—The Analects of Confucius
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Earthquake Cycle Study with Geodetic Tools

by

Xiaohua Xu

Doctor of Philosophy in Earth Sciences

University of California, San Diego, 2017

David T. Sandwell, Chair

In this dissertation, I use space-based geodetic data to study the ground defor-

mation caused by the earthquake cycle processes. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the

data I used and the motivation on each of the following chapters. Chapter 2 focuses on

investigating a controversial problem brought up by several co-seismic inversions using

geodetic data, which is called the shallow slip deficit. I explored whether this problem

is largely an artifact of inversion due to incomplete data and refined the magnitude of

this deficit. Chapter 3, develops a new data-driven spectral expansion approach for

co-seismic slip inversion using geodetic data. Compared to traditional method, it isolates

the unstable part of the model and only solves for the well-determined part. Meanwhile

xviii



we also developed a 1-D thermal model to understand the different down-dip rupture

limits of continental-continental and continental-oceanic megathrust events. Chapter

4 aims at understanding the new TOPS mode data from Sentinel-1 satellites and fully

testing the capability of this dataset. A subsidence of about 160 mm/yr at the Cerro Prieto

Geothermal Field is recovered together with a 40 mm/yr tectonic fault parallel motion at

the nearby region. Chapter 5 further develops the processing algorithm used in Chapter 4

and uses Sentinel-1 data to reveal both tectonic and anthropogenic deformation along the

San Andreas Fault System.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It has been more than 100 years since Reid [1910] proposed his elastic rebound

hypothesis after the investigation of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. However, it was

not until the development of plate tectonic theory in the 1960’s that the forces driving the

earthquake cycle were well understood. Most of the plate motion is accommodated along

relatively narrow boundaries where the slow accumulation of interseismic elastic energy

is suddenly released in earthquakes. Small earthquakes occur much more often than large

ones, but it is the large earthquakes that are responsible for most of the seismic moment

release. Monitoring the interseismic strain accumulation and accurately estimating the

co-seismic strain release is crucial toward understanding the earthquake cycle process

and evaluating the seismic hazard. Though the general characteristics of the elastic

rebound theory have been understood for decades using ground-based geodetic tools

such as theodolites and leveling, it was not until the dawn of space geodesy in the 1960’s

when it became possible to observe and monitor the crustal deformation on the scale of

hundreds or thousands of kilometers. The accuracy and utility of the space geodetic tools

accelerated in the 1980’s with the development of the Global Positioning System (GPS)

and in the 1990’s with the development of the Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
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(InSAR).

1.1 GPS and InSAR

Global Positioning System is a satellite-based radio navigation system where its

satellites transmit radio signals encoding an accurate time. A receiver on the ground

computes the time difference between its local clock with the time the signal was emitted

from the GPS satellite to determine the range to the satellite. Many ground receivers, with

known positions, can accurately track the satellites as they orbit the Earth. This network

of known positions in space provide a reference frame for accurately locating receivers

having uncertain positions. The ground receiver must acquire signals from at least 4

GPS satellites to determine a 3-D position as well as to correct its internal clock. GPS

is subject to many error sources, such as multi-path effects, satellite orbit perturbations,

path delays caused by ionospheric and tropospheric effects, and satellite/receiver clock

errors. Most of the errors are well studied and are modeled or corrected during the

processing. By the early 1990’s the GPS data were accurate enough to measure vector

ground displacement at millimeter accuracy. Over the past two decades the scientific

community has perfected and standardized the GPS processing. The tectonic applications

include: determining global plate motions [DeMets et al. 1994], constructing horizontal

velocity field and strain rate maps [Frank 1966; Shen, Jackson, and Ge 1996], deriving

fault slip rates using block models or visoco-elastic modeling [McCaffrey 2005; Meade

and Hager 2005; Smith-Konter and Sandwell 2009; Tong, Smith-Konter, and Sandwell

2014], etc. The deployment of continuous GPS network made it possible to monitor

time dependent effects such as strain transients associated with episodic tremor and slip

[Rogers and Dragert 2003]. The on-going effort also includes creating early-warning
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system with continuous GPS [Bock, Melgar, and Crowell 2011; Goldberg and Bock

2017], taking the advantage that GPS stations can provide displacement thus a faster and

more accurate moment estimate of the events can be achieved.

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar, was not routinely used for monitoring

surface deformation until the mid 1990’s and has had a rather slow development because

much of the data and software were proprietary. However over the past 4 years the

development has accelerated because of a dramatic increase in the number, quality,

and coverage of the InSAR satellites (Figure 1.1) [Elliott, Walters, and Wright 2016].

Moreover, the European missions now have a completely open data policy. Compared

to GPS, InSAR has a much lower temporal sampling rate (12 days versus 1 second)

but a much higher spatial resolution (50 m versus 20 km in California). There are

a variety of InSAR applications including: construction of Digital Elevation Models

(DEM) from the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) [Jarvis et al. 2008] and

TanDEM-X mission [Krieger et al. 2007]; responding to large earthquakes like the

2010 Maule Chile earthquake [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010], the 2015 Gorkha

Nepal earthquake [Lindsey et al. 2015], etc.; mapping disasters such as forest fires

[Balzter 2001] and landslides [Yin et al. 2010]; analyzing interseismic velocity and strain

accumulation [Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013; Ryder and Bürgmann 2008];

mapping triggered fault creep [Wei, Sandwell, and Fialko 2009]; monitoring postseismic

deformation due to poro-elastic [Fialko 2004], visco-elastic [Pollitz, Wicks, and Thatcher

2001] and after-slip [Wang and Fialko 2014]; monitoring volcanic deformation [Hooper

et al. 2004] and more recently monitoring hydrological effects [Xu et al. 2017].

Despite the wide usage of InSAR, its full potential has not yet been reached.

The processing of InSAR data varies from group to group, not only because of the
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Figure 1.1: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) that have acquired images on a
global basis as of late 2016 [Elliott, Walters, and Wright 2016].

complexity of the datasets and on-going development of processing techniques, but also

there are a wide variety of radar sensors, with multiple bands, and multiple acquisition

modes. The three most common bands are X-band (3 cm), C-band (6 cm) and L-band

(24 cm). The longer wavelength L-band waves can penetrate through vegetation and

are less susceptible to temporal decorrelation due to changing ground reflectors over

farms and forests although they are more effected by propagation delays through the

ionosphere. In contrast, the shorter wavelength X-band radars are largely unaffected

by the ionosphere but signals are rapidly decorrelated over natural surfaces so they are

mainly used in areas with persistent ground reflectors such as buildings or roads. The

intermediate wavelength C-band radars have decorrelation times and ionospheric delays

between X-band and L-band. Beyond that, InSAR satellites also have multiple acquisition

modes, including stripmap mode, spotlight mode, ScanSAR mode and TOPS mode. The

stripmap mode is the least complex and was used on all the early SAR satellites; the radar
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illuminates a single swath ∼ 80 km across track and uses synthetic aperture processing

to achieve high spatial resolution in the flight direction. For the spotlight mode the radar

uses beamforming to steer the illumination to particular target as it flies overhead; this

provides a longer aperture to achieve higher along-track resolution than stripmap mode.

Stripmap mode is more commonly used for scientific applications where continuous

coverage is needed while spotlight mode is more commonly used by the military where

high resolution is needed over particular targets. The ScanSAR mode was developed to

provide wide-area coverage with lower spatial resolution than stripmap. It illuminates

several subswaths, each ∼ 70 km across to achieve a total swath ∼ 300 km across. This

enables full global coverage at shorter revisit times (e.g. 35 days for stripmap and 12

days for ScanSAR mode). It works as a time-division multiplexing system where the

satellite separates the antenna scanning into a few sections over different sub-swaths.

ScanSAR performs well on phase measurement but the amplitude of the image scallops

along azimuth. Also the interference between multiple observing periods inside each

sub-swath will create multiple scatters. These defects led to the design of a new burst

acquisition mode, the Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans, i.e. TOPS mode. Similar

to ScanSAR, it divides the observation into multiple sub-swaths. The major difference is

that, during the observation inside each sub-swath, the antenna steers while it scans from

backward to forward, thus creating a consistent scan with much less amplitude scalloping

and no artificial scatters. The later chapters of my thesis are focussed on the development

of processing methods for this new TOPS mode data being provided by the two new

SAR satellites from the European Space Agency (Seintinal-1A and 1B).
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1.2 Introduction to each chapter

In this dissertation, I use space space-based geodetic tools including GPS, InSAR

as well as aerial/satellite photos, to study on correctly inverting the coseismic slip

using geodetic dataset (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and robustly constructing interseismic

deformation time-series along the San Andreas Fault System (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).

1.2.1 The shallow slip deficit

The theory of plate tectonics tells us that most of the surface deformation occurs

at plate boundaries while inside each plate the deformation is minimal. At these plate

boundaries, larger earthquakes occur much less frequently than smaller earthquakes

but they release most of the seismic moment (i.e., slip). Coseismic slip inversions of a

number of recent large strike-slip earthquakes show that, the slip commonly peaks at a

depth of 4-6 km with a 15% to 60% reduction at near surface. This reduced slip at shallow

depth is termed as the Shallow Slip Deficit (SSD). If the shallow slip deficit is real, then

there is a dilemma relating the geodetically inferred slip to the long-term geological

observations. As noted by [Fialko et al. 2005], “either the elastic dislocation models are

inadequate for interpretation of the coseismic deformation data, or much of the stress

release in the shallow crust occurs aseismically”. Geological studies show that over

many earthquake cycles slip is uniform from the surface to the base of the seismogenic

zone. The reduction of the coseismic slip toward deeper depths is accommodated by

postseismic and interseismic deformation. However, significant shallow aseismic slip

is often not observed. Both aftershock sequence [Scholz 1998; Wei et al. 2011] and

postseismic relaxation [Fialko 2004; Jacobs et al. 2002] show that most of the later signals

come from deeper crust. If we attribute the missing shallow slip to inelastic coseismic

deformation, field work [Shelef and Oskin 2010] and dynamic simulation [Kaneko and
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Fialko 2011] provide similar conclusions that this deficit should be 10% to 15%. If this

non-compensated shallow slip deficit goes with long-term earthquake cycles, there is no

doubt that the shallow crust will accumulate non-realistic large strain. This lead to my

first study on examining whether the SSD is largely an artifact due to incomplete data

coverage and re-investigating some of the large strike-slip events to refine the magnitude

of this deficit (Chapter 2).

1.2.2 A spectral expansion approach for geodetic slip inversion

The inversion technique used in Chapter 2 is the traditional method, where one

constructs elastic models that relate slip at depth to surface deformation by discretizing

this fault into small patches before estimating the slip on each patch. The approach is

straightforward but solving for the slip on each discretized patch is highly non-unique.

When the Green’s functions relating slip at depth to surface deformation are examined

in the wavenumber domain, they contain functions having exponential attenuation with

depth called upward continuation kernels. These upward continuation kernels cause the

inverse problem to be ill-posed; without regularizing the Green’s matrix, the solutions

will have wild oscillations in slip over the fault plane. Even with careful handling of the

regularization term, the solution is still path-dependent, as small changes in parameters

will lead to dramatically different solutions. Moreover, the uncertainty estimate of the

model will be biased by the prescribed regularization. Given these issues, we decided

to explore a true inverse theory approach to slip inversion using geodetic data (Chapter

3). We adopted the spectral expansion method from linear inverse theory [Parker 1977]

where instead of using regularization to suppress model instabilities, we isolate them

and only solve for the parts that are well determined. Also, instead of highlighting a

single model, we invert for a series of models where their uncertainty increases with
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increasing model resolution. This approach helps us to understand the fundamental

limitations for of given dataset. After synthetic tests, we applied this approach to the

2010 Chile earthquake (continental-oceanic) and the 2015 Nepal earthquake (continental-

continental), to fully understand the down-dip resolution capabilities of these inversions.

The analysis confirms that these two earthquakes from different tectonic settings have

remarkably different down-dip rupture limits; ∼ 20 km for the Nepal earthquake and

∼ 40 km for the Chile earthquake. To better understand this difference we developed a

1-D thermal model and explored the influence from some key factors on the temperature

profile (e.g. radiogenic heating, erosion/accretion rate, etc). We found that an erosion

rate of 1 mm/yr has a profound effect on the geotherm which can explain the factor of 2

difference in rupture depth of these two earthquakes.

1.2.3 Exploring the usage of Sentinel-1 TOPS data

The Sentinel-1A satellite was lunched on April 3rd, 2014 and started its routine

acquisition in October the same year. The satellite is a C-band radar primarily operating

at TOPS mode. It is capable of revisiting the ground every 12 days although over most of

Western North America, the data are collected on a 24-day cadence. The Cerro Prieto

geothermal area in Baja Mexico has 12-day repeats so we have examined that area first.

Processing TOPS-mode data for interferometry is very different from previous InSAR

satellites because the images must be aligned to an accuracy of better than 1/200 of

a pixel. This cannot be accomplished with standard image cross correlation methods

which are usually accurate to 1/10 of a pixel. Other groups showed 1/200 pixel could be

accomplished with purely geometric alignment using the precise orbit information. In

this chapter we develop the methodology and computer codes to achieve this accuracy

and thus can explore the capability of this satellite. There are significant advantages to
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pure geometric alignment. The first is that using this new approach, the master and slave

images can be precisely aligned even in cases where they are completely decorrelated.

Because all images are aligned to a single master, the sum of interferograms around all

closed loops is essentially zero with a 2Npi ambiguity. This enables phase connection

between the first and last SAR image in the stack. (In Chapter 5 we show how to solve

for the integer ambiguity.) We applied this algorithm together with coherence-based

Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) method [Tong and Schmidt 2016] and atmospheric phase

correction by common-scene stacking [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015], to construct

deformation time-series at the Cerro Prieto Geothermal Field (CPGF). We deliberately

selected this area for several reasons. First, this is an area with known subsidence signal

larger than 10 cm/yr, which can be easily captured by satellite acquisitions. Second, along

with the signal from the geothermal field, this is also a tectonically active region where

∼40 mm/yr deformation is distributed across the Imperial fault, the Cerro Prieto fault and

the Indiviso fault, which is ideal for testing on recovering tectonic deformation. Third,

this area has strong decorrelation for C-band radar images due to extensive agricultural

activities. With it being an high priority zone for the Sentinel-1A mission (12-day repeat),

the test on constructing long time-series with short time-span interferograms is quite

suitable and the decorrelation problem will be mitigated. Fourth, this area has sparse

GPS coverage, which is insufficient for building models to correct InSAR time-series.

With this study, we can also examine whether the Sentinel-1 TOPS dataset can provide

independent deformation measurement. Later on April 22nd, 2016, the Sentinel-1B

satellite joined the Sentinel-1A in the same orbit with a 6-day separation and started to

provide routine acquisitions around August. This advance further shortens the revisit

time, which will facilitate the conclusions from our study.
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1.2.4 Tectonic and anthropogenic deformation along the San An-

dreas Fault revealed by GPS and the Sentinel-1 Satellites

The San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) is one of the best studied transform fault

system in the world. Over historical time it has generated several magnitude 7+ strike-slip

earthquakes [Wallace 1970]. The SAFS passes through one of the most highly populated

and economically developed region in the world so the next major earthquake along the

SAF will have significant impacts on population and property. Moreover, the southern

section of the SAR has not had a major event in the past 327 years so it is capable of

generating a magnitude 7.8 earthquake [Jones et al. 2008] (i.e., The Big One). Given

these facts, is it important to: monitor the slow interseismic ground deformation of

this fault system; estimate the moment accumulation rate on individual fault segments;

and assess the seismic hazard throughout the region. There have been many studies to

measure the secular tectonic and anthropogenic deformation along this system using

both GPS and InSAR data. GPS data provide important time series of deformation at

widely-spaced sites (∼20 km). InSAR time series have also been constructed in selected

areas although the irregular cadence of the older InSAR measurements as well is the

sometimes poor baseline control have provided significant challenges. The new data

from the Sentinel-1 A and B satellites now have the attributes that are needed for accurate

InSAR time series of the SAFS having 3 month temporal resolution. In this chapter

we develop best practices for merging InSAR and GPS along the entire SAFS. Three

years of InSAR data is insufficient to accurately recover the seasonal and secular signals

so the analysis in this chapter is important for developing the methods to use over the

next two decades of planned Sentinel-1 acquisitions. One important result from this

chapter is the development of a method to invert for the integer phase ambiguity in each

interferogram. This extends the analysis from Chapter 4 to provide an absolute phase
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connection between the first and last SAR image in the stack.

1.3 GMTSAR

During my PhD, I also worked as a developer on an open source InSAR process-

ing software GMTSAR [Sandwell et al. 2011] together with my advisor and others. The

aim of our development is to lower the prerequisite for users to correctly and efficiently

process InSAR data. The software divides the processing into pre-processing, gener-

ating interferogram and post-processing. The pre-processing step converts the InSAR

data to a format that can be read by the software and perform image co-registration.

The generation of interferogram includes generating topographic phase, and perform-

ing interferometry. The post-processing step mainly deals with phase unwrapping and

geocoding. These steps are the same for different satellites except pre-processing, mainly

because they have different data format and different processing level. During my PhD, I

wrote pre-processors for a number of satellites, including TerraSAR-X, RADARSAT-2,

COSMO-SkyMed, Sentinel-1 stripmap and Sentinel-1 TOPS, all of which are now avail-

able in GMTSAR. Guided by my advisor, I also implemented a full processing chain,

including data manipulation, batch processing, time-series analysis, etc., for TOPS data.
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Chapter 2

Refining the Shallow Slip Deficit

Geodetic slip inversions for three major (Mw > 7) strike-slip earthquakes (1992

Landers, 1999 Hector Mine, and 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah) show a 15% to 60% reduction

in slip near the surface (depth < 2 km) relative to the slip at deeper depths (4 to 6 km)

[Fialko et al. 2005; Fialko et al. 2010]. This significant difference between surface

coseismic slip and slip at depth has been termed the shallow slip deficit (SSD). The large

magnitude of this deficit has been an enigma since it cannot be explained by shallow creep

during the interseismic period or by triggered slip from nearby earthquakes. One potential

explanation for the SSD is that the previous geodetic inversions lack data coverage close

to surface rupture such that the shallow portions of the slip models are poorly resolved

and generally underestimated. In this study, we improve the static coseismic slip inversion

for these three earthquakes, especially at shallow depths, by: 1) including data capturing

the near-fault deformation from optical imagery and SAR azimuth offsets; 2) refining the

InSAR processing with non-boxcar phase filtering, model-dependent range corrections,

more complete phase unwrapping by SNAPHU(Statistical Non-linear Approach for

Phase Unwrapping) assuming a maximum discontinuity and an on-fault correlation mask;

3) using more detailed, geologically constrained fault geometries; and 4) incorporating

16
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additional campaign GPS data. The refined slip models result in much smaller SSDs

of 3% to 19%. We suspect that the remaining minor SSD for these earthquakes likely

reflects a combination of our elastic model’s inability to fully account for near-surface

deformation, which will render our estimates of shallow slip minima, and potentially

small amounts of interseismic fault creep or triggered slip, which could “make up” a small

percentages of the coseismic SSD during the interseismic period. Our results indicate

that it is imperative that slip inversions include accurate measurements of near-fault

surface deformation to reliably constrain spatial patterns of slip during major strike-slip

earthquakes.

2.1 Introduction

Maps of relative, line-of-sight, surface deformation from interferometric syn-

thetic aperture radar (InSAR) combined with absolute vector measurements from point

GPS data have enabled the mapping of the 3-D surface displacement for many large

earthquakes [Fialko, Simons, and Agnew 2001]. If the fault plane is well defined by

geological field mapping and aftershocks, then elastic models can be used to invert for

the spatial variations of slip at depth. The equations relating slip at depth to surface

deformation include an upward continuation term that dramatically attenuates the rupture

signal at wavelengths smaller than the depth, so model resolution generally decreases

exponentially with increasing depth (Figure S2.5). Thus, slip at shallow depths is well

resolved whereas the spatial variations in deeper slip are poorly resolved. This poor

resolution, combined with a smoothness constraint, results in a spatially smooth slip

model at the base of the seismogenic zone [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010]. By

using combined InSAR and GPS data, detailed slip inversions have been performed

for several large strike-slip earthquakes in southern and Baja California, including the
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Mw7.3 Landers, Mw7.1 Hector Mine and the Mw7.2 El Mayor Cucapah. The previous

slip models for these earthquakes share a common attribute, in that their cumulative

along-strike slip is largest between 2-6 km depth, with a 15% to 60% reduction in slip

at shallower depth [Fialko et al. 2005; Fialko et al. 2010] (Figure 2.1). This feature

is called the shallow slip deficit. When averaged over many earthquake cycles, the

slip on a major fault should be uniform with depth and equal to the sum of the co-,

post-, and interseismic slip [Reid and Lawson 1910; Tse and Rice 1986]. The reduction

in coseismic slip at the base of the seismogenic zone is explained by post- and inter-

seismic slip. Near the surface, however, there is not enough steady interseismic creep

or triggered slip to account for the observed SSD [Wei, Sandwell, and Fialko 2009;

Kaneko et al. 2015]. The assessment and understanding of this SSD is important for

paleoearthquake magnitude estimation, geologists’ mapping of surface coseismic slip

after earthquakes and understanding the relation between surface rupture and slip at

depth [Dolan and Haravitch 2014]. It is also crucial in predicting strong ground motion

and is thus critically important for accurate seismic hazard evaluation [Pitarka et al. 2009].

Previous studies have investigated physical processes to explain the SSD, but can

only account for about a 15% reduction in shallow slip by distributed deformation of

the uppermost few kilometers surrounding the fault [Kaneko and Fialko 2011]. Seismic

imaging and geologic mapping show the uppermost few kilometers of the crust above a

strike-slip fault has “V-shaped damage zone” having a locally reduced seismic velocity

[Zhang, Thurber, and Bedrosian 2009]. In addition, thick sediments (greater than 2 km)

promote velocity strengthening behavior, which has been proposed to result in shallow

creep [Rice and Tse 1986]. These processes suggest that inelastic off-fault deformation

could explain a maximum coseismic slip deficit of about 15%. However, compared to the

observed 46% surface silip deficit in Landers earthquake and 60% in El Mayor-Cucapah
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earthquake [Fialko et al. 2005; Fialko et al. 2010], this small amount is insufficient to

explain the entire SSD.

Here we investigate whether the SSD is largely an artifact due to incomplete

data coverage close to the rupture zone for 1992 Landers, 1999 Hector Mine and 2010

El-Mayor Cucapah earthquakes, all of which share similar tectonic settings (Figure 2.2).

These major ruptures, each of which exhibited a large SSD, also had large near-fault

ground motions and accelerations that caused strong decorrelation of the radar interfer-

ograms, making the exact near-fault measurement of surface deformation impossible.

We first use inversions of synthetic InSAR data, with a variety of near-fault data gaps,

to show that poor coverage of the near-fault surface deformation pattern can explain a

significant part of the observed SSD. We then assemble additional near fault deformation

data from optical image analysis, better geological mapping of the fault trace, more

refined InSAR data processing, and more complete GPS data coverage for all three of

these major strike-slip ruptures and invert for the slip at depth. We show that much

smaller SSDs are consistent with all the observations and discuss possible explanations

for the remaining minor SSDs.

2.2 Synthetic Test

To understand how a lack of near-fault data coverage could result in an under-

estimation of the shallow slip, we performed two synthetic tests. We constructed an

uniform elastic half-space model that consists of a 30-km-long and 20-km-wide fault

placed at a 150◦ strike and 65◦ dip (Figure 2.3a). The slip along the fault varies as a

Gaussian function tapering to zero toward the ends of the fault trace. The cumulative slip

along strike is 60 m·km for each layer down to a depth of 8.2 km where the slip goes to
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zero (9km width on the fault plane). From the forward model we generated the surface

displacement field, and added Gaussian noise that is 2% of the local signal amplitude.

We then performed two inversions with two different-sized data gaps around the fault - a

small 2-km-wide, 32-km-long elliptical gap and a larger 10-km-wide and 32-km-long

elliptical gap (Figure 2.3b). Inversions were carried out using the exact fault geometry, a

non-negative strike-slip constraint, and a gradient smoothing constraint. In both cases,

the lower part of the model (Figure 2.3c, 2.3d) had a more gradual reduction in slip than

the near-step input. In addition they both showed an overestimate of slip at intermediate

depth (3-5 km). The case with the small data gap, showed a reduction of surface slip

with respect to the peak slip of 5% while the case with the large data gap had a 18%

reduction of surface slip with respect to the peak (Figure 2.3e, 2.3f). Interestingly, for

the model with the wide gap, most of this apparent SSD is not due to a slip mismatch

at the surface, but due to an overestimate of slip at 4 km. An additional test with full

data coverage was done (Figure S2.4), but no significant difference was found in the

inverted slip compared to the 2-km gapped case. This experiment demonstrates that the

missing near-fault data, combined with a smoothed, non-negative inversion, may result

in a lower surface slip relative to the slip in the center of the seismogenic zone. These

synthetic tests demonstrate that near-fault data are necessary in order to reliably quantify

near-surface slip.

2.3 Data Preparation

Our re-analysis of the SSD is based on improved data coverage as well as im-

proved analysis methods for the three large strike-slip earthquakes in southern and Baja

California (Mw = 7.3 Landers, Mw = 7.1 Hector Mine, and the Mw = 7.2 El Mayor Cu-

capah). We begin by assembling near-fault optical imagery data of repeated images from
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aircraft (1 m ground resolution) as well as the SPOT satellite (10 m ground resolution).

We then reanalyze all the interferometry from these three earthquakes using improved

non-boxcar (i.e., non-multilook) filters and better phase unwrapping close to the rupture

by explicitly allowing for a phase discontinuity [Chen and Zebker 2001]. Finally, we use

all available continuous and campaign vector GPS data to better constrain the slip in the

deeper parts of the ruptures.

2.3.1 Optical Imagery Data

We assembled near-fault optical imagery data of repeated images from aircraft as

well as the SPOT satellite [Hollingsworth AGU 2012]. We assembled high-resolution,

National Aerial Photography Program photographs (1 m ground resolution, compared

to 4 m for InSAR, purchased from the USGS (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov) to provide

better constraints on surface deformation patterns close to the fault [Milliner et al. 2015].

Images acquired prior to the earthquakes were correlated with images acquired after

the earthquakes using the COSI-Corr software [Leprince et al. 2007]. To produce cor-

relation maps that accurately constrain the ground deformation pattern, the input aerial

photographs must be precisely ortho-rectified and co-registered before correlation. The

COSI-Corr procedure allows for accurate ortho-rectification of images by taking into

account the topography using a 10 m, national elevation dataset (NED), digital elevation

model (DEM), the internal camera geometry using a camera calibration report, and the

exterior orientation (look angle and altitude) determined from ground control points

(GCPs) [Ayoub, Leprince, and Avouac 2009]. The pre-and post-event photographs were

co-registered by constructing a relative mapping between image pairs using tie points

that relate common features that were observable in both the pre- and post-earthquake

images. To correlate the images we used a multi-scale sliding window size (64 and

http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov
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32 pixels) with a 6-pixel step, which from multiple tests were found to be the optimal

correlation parameters [Milliner et al. 2015]. This process yields two displacement maps,

representing pixel motion in the east-west and north-south horizontal directions (Figure

2.4). This methodology allows for detection of pixel shifts down to an accuracy of 1/10th

the size of the input image pixel dimension, which is related to the image texture and

degree of temporal decorrelation [Michel and Avouac 2006; Leprince et al. 2007; Ayoub,

Leprince, and Avouac 2009].

To measure the total surface displacement across the entire width of surface

deformation we used stacked profiles orientated perpendicular to the fault strike [Milliner

et al. 2015]. Specifically, we used profiles that ranged from 1-2 km in length (perpen-

dicular to fault) that were stacked over a 138-m, along-strike length (i.e., fault-parallel),

which allows for suppression of noise. We applied a linear regression to the observed

deformation signal on either side of the fault and the relative offset of the regressions

defines the total displacement accommodated across the entire fault-zone. Thus, the

COSI-Corr displacement value includes both the localized, on-fault displacement that

occurs on the primary fault strand, as well as any off-fault, distributed inelastic shear

accommodated via a range of physical processes [Milliner et al. 2015] (Figure 2.5). Our

surface offset estimates for these earthquakes are derived from the COSI-Corr analysis of

aerial images for the Landers earthquake and of SPOT images for the Hector Mine and

the El-Mayor Cucapah earthquakes. Subsampling and projection were made to for these

data subjecting to our models’ traces, in order to assemble across-fault offset data set for

inversions. (Figure 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7).
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2.3.2 InSAR Data

Repeat-pass interferometry spanning an earthquake provides very high spatial

resolution coverage for the line of sight displacement between any two points in the

interferogram [Massonnet et al. 1993; Massonnet et al. 1994; Zebker et al. 1994]. There

are two main error sources in the analyses of these data. First, the large spatial scale

motion ( > 40 km) can be contaminated by orbital trends and large-scale atmospheric and

ionospheric phase delays. We dealt this during the inversion by including mean and trend

parameters in the inversion to absorb the error [Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002]. The

second error source is related to phase unwrapping, especially close to the rupture where

phase gradients are large and the InSAR coherence is low due to surface disruption from

the strong ground accelerations. We increased the accuracy and coverage of the phase

unwrapping close to the fault by two improvements in the processing. The first is related

to the filtering of the interferogram. Previous studies have used a multi-look filter (i.e. a

boxcar average) [Simons and Rosen 2007] to suppress phase noise. However, in regions

where the phase gradient approaches 2π per pixel, the spectral leakage of this filter will

increase the phase noise. We have replaced the boxcar with a narrow Gaussian filter to

recovered more phase data in the high gradient regions [Huang and Van Genderen 1997;

Sandwell and Price 1998]. The optimal cutoff wavelength of the low-pass filter depends

on the coherence of the interferogram. For the higher quality interferograms (e.g., Hector

Mine descending pair with average correlation being 0.69) we used a filter with a 0.5

gain at a half-wavelength of 50 m while for other, more poorly correlated interferograms

(e.g., Landers descending pair with average correlation being 0.22), a wider filter was

used (0.5 gain at a half-wavelength of 100 m).

The second main improvement in our near-fault InSAR analysis is related to

recent improvements in phase unwrapping methods. Chen and Zebker [2001] developed
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a method using Statistical-cost Network-flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (SNA-

PHU), which constructs a generalized cost function solving for a maximum a posterior

probability estimation that approximates a L0 solution for minimizing the phase gradient

differences between wrapped and unwrapped phase. This L0 norm solution is in accor-

dance with the assumption that the total length of the discontinuity in the deformation

field should be as short as possible. Besides, the algorithm also explicitly includes a

maximum phase discontinuity parameter that allows for a sharp phase change across the

discontinuity.

We optimized and tested the ability of this unwrapping algorithm to accurately

recover phase near the fault by varying the discontinuity parameter (DEFOMAX) and

also constructing a near fault decorrelation mask (Figure S2.3). The decorrelation mask

provided information on the region where a phase discontinuity should exist and the

discontinuity parameter specifies the maximum size of the phase discontinuity across

the rupture. We systematically increased the assumed discontinuity value from zero to

100 cycles of radians (i.e. a large enough value for significant rupture, approximately

89 cm for C band and 376 cm for L band). In addition, we carefully perturbed the

width of the masked area. The optimal discontinuity value and fault mask width were

established for each interferogram through visual inspection, and the most unstable part

of the interferogram were masked. Typically the mask width is about 0.5 km for a

well correlated interferogram and 1.5 km for a poorly correlated interferogram and the

assumed maximum discontinuity varies depending on the look angle and the magnitude

of the rupture.

To assess the accuracy of the new unwrapping method, we performed a more

detailed evaluation for the Landers rupture area. We compared the line of sight defor-
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mation field on three profiles along with the prediction from a previous model [Fialko

2004] and the fault offset estimation from high-resolution optical image pixel tracking

(Figure 2.8). The results show a good agreement between the new unwrapped phase

(red dots) and the COSI-Corr estimates (magenta vertical lines), whereas the previous

model’s prediction shows a significant discrepancy near the fault. This improvement in

rear-fault phase unwrapping combined with the COSI-corr measurements of the surface

deformation pattern yields much improved estimates of total slip. The inclusion of such

information about near-fault surface deformation is of critical importance for estimating

coseismic shallow in the uppermost few kilometers of seismic ruptures.

The new filtering and phase unwrapping was performed on the following interfer-

ograms spanning the three major earthquakes: 1) Landers 1992/06/24 - C-band ERS1

data, 2) Hector Mine 1999/10/16 - C-band ERS2 data. 3) El Major-Cucapah 2010/04/04

- Both C-band ENVISAT data and L-band ALOS data were used. (Table 2.1, Figure

2.9, 2.10, 2.11). These data sets are sub-sampled according to the curvature of the

displacement field and different weights are pre-assigned before they are applied to our

inversion, according to the sampling area [Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002].

2.3.3 GPS data

Unlike InSAR data which sometimes have significant orbital errors and are

subject to atmospheric noise, the GPS data are usually more accurate, especially over

wavelengths greater than 40 km. These less-dense but more accurate data help to constrain

the slip on the deeper parts of the model. Moreover, since the 1992 Landers and 1999

Hector Mine earthquakes, additional campaign GPS data have been collected, which

improves spatial coverage with respect to the data coverage used in the original slip-model
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publications. We used data from 82 GPS stations for the 1992 Landers earthquake [Bock

et al. 1993](Figure 2.12), and 77 GPS stations for the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake

[Agnew et al. 2002](Figure 2.13). For the 2010 El-Mayor Cucapah earthquake, we used

observations of 158 GPS stations from both the Plate Boundary Observatory(PBO) and

the Centro de Investigacion Cientifica y de Educacion Superior de Ensenada (CICESE)

network (Figure 2.14). Even though the near field measurements for the El Mayor-

Cucapah earthquake are concentrated on one side of the fault, they provide an important

constraint on the coseismic slip pattern. The weights for the inversion are pre-assigned

according to the uncertainty in each observation.

2.4 Inversion

For each of the three earthquakes, we performed joint inversions using the avail-

able geodetic data (Table 2.1) with an uniform elastic half-space model [Simons, Fialko,

and Rivera 2002; Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010]. The InSAR data provide much of

the information for the joint inversions. For each earthquake, we used the best quality

data from both ascending and descending look directions. In addition, we used the

best-correlated azimuth offsets for each earthquake (Figures 2.9g, 2.10g and 2.11p).

These data provide 3-D coverage except close to the fault, where the InSAR correlation

is sometimes poor. In these near-fault areas the optical imagery data provide much of

the information for the inversions. We began the modeling by using the fault geometry

of published fault models [Fialko 2004; Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002; Fialko et al.

2010]. However, the surface fault traces from these models sometimes conflicted with

the more accurate and detailed trace from USGS fault maps. In these cases we refined the

positions of our models’ traces following the fault maps. Green’s functions, which relate

fault slip on a single patch at depth to movement of the ground surface, are computed
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using an Okada solution [Okada 1992]. We assign individual weights for each data set

and put them along with the dip angle for each fault segment as non-linear parameters

to be inverted for. An optimal solution is given when the parameter search gives less

than 0.1% increment in the fitting. The plots of intersections in our model space, along

the weights, show the competence between these datasets (Figure S2.1). A proper set of

weights are given when these datasets are fitted almost equally well. Here we used the

percentage of fitting reduction p instead of absolute RMS misfit as a criteria since these

data sets have different noise levels and cannot be treated as equally reliable. For example,

the azimuth offset data are noisier than the LOS data, so they were down-weighted in the

inversion. The formula of p is given as

p = [1− (Gm−d)2

d2 ]×100% (2.1)

where G is the Green’s matrix, m is our model and d is our observation. The inversion

solved for the right-lateral strike slip and dip slip for each segment. A first derivative

smoothing operator was applied in order to prevent the model from over-fitting. No

extra smoothness along dip was added to keep the fault strike-slip and no bottom or edge

damp constraints were set. It is well known that a small change in smoothness factor

may cause a large magnitude difference in the slip distribution, as smaller smoothing

factor usually gives spiky solution and a larger one may smear this out. Varying this

parameter has a strong influence on the estimation of shallow slip deficit. As is shown in

the previous section, our results potentially will give a reduction in the shallow deficit,

and in order not to underestimate this deficit (or over reduce it), we try to give less

smoothness and do not introduce any other constraints. Again, we used the percentage

of reduction as the parameter for selection, because the “L-curve” method, i.e. finding

the balanced position between data misfit and model roughness, depends strongly on
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the scale of plotting, for example, part of the “L-curve” is still an “L-curve”, but the

position of inflection is different. We chose the smoothing factor that correspond to

the start of decrease in fitting on an absolute scale (Figure S2.2, dash-line). By doing

this, the reduction of the shallow deficit in our analysis can be considered as the minimum.

From these results, we conclude that incorporating the near-fault offset measure-

ments results in better resolution in the shallower part of the inversion model. Interest-

ingly, for this weighted least-square process, the weight of the COSI-Corr, near-fault

data set showed an independence from other data sets, which means a reasonable weight

decrease or increase (before this causes numerical instability) on this data set does not

significantly sacrifice the fitting of other data sets (Figure S2.1). This unexpected indepen-

dence not only proves the importance of including near-fault displacement measurements,

but also highlights the possible uncertainties in previous inversion studies that lack this

type of near-fault surface deformation constraint.

Our reanalysis shown in Figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17,, also provides refined

equivalent moment-magnitude estimates of 7.3 for the Landers earthquake, 7.1 for the

Hector Mine earthquake and 7.2 for the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, assuming a

typical value for the shear modulus of the Earth’s crust (30GPa). These results agree

well with the seismological GCMT [Dziewonski, Chou, and Woodhouse 1981] solution.

The main new features of our reanalyzed models provided more accurate shallow slip

estimates due to the addition of the near-fault data. When we integrated along-strike, the

new cumulative strike-slip versus depth (Figure 2.18) shows shallow slip deficits ranging

from 3% to 18%, which are much smaller than previous studies. Nevertheless, in all

three cases the near-fault data require the surface slip to be lower than the modeled slip

in the 4-6 km depth range. As discussed below, however, we suspect that much, or even
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all, of these remaining small shallow slip deficits may be more likely to be artifacts of

inversion.

2.5 Discussion

Previous models of three large-magnitude strike-slip earthquakes based on high-

quality geodetic data all yielded a deficit of coseismic slip on the uppermost few kilome-

ters of the fault; this was attributed to a velocity strengthening behavior in the shallowest

part of the crust. The discrepancy in slip at the surface compared to that at depth sug-

gested by the earlier models ranged up to several meters, which is much larger than could

be compensated for by other seismic or aseismic mechanisms [Fialko et al. 2005]. This

result not only brought challenges to theoretically explaining the earthquake cycle process

but also introduced concerns that surface slip measurement might not be representative

of slip at seismogenic depths. If true, this would suggest the underestimation of fault

slip rate, with commensurate underestimation of probabilistic seismic hazard [Brune and

Anooshehpoor 1998; Hollingsworth et al. 2012; King and Wesnousky 2007]. Kenako

and Fialko [2011] demonstrated from dynamic rupture simulations that inelastic off-fault

deformation could, at most, account for a 15% shallow deficit. Moreover, they showed

that, because using purely elastic models may underestimate the true near-surface slip by

an additional 10%, consideration of both factors could explain SSDs of as much as 25%.

Although this can explain much of the observed SSDs, the artifacts arising from these

factors, by themselves, are not sufficient for explaining the very large shallow slip deficits

observed for the Landers and the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquakes. Here, by introducing

detailed near-fault surface deformation data and more accurate representations of the fault

surface geometries, we generated more robust estimation of coseismic slip inversions, as

well as refined estimates of the magnitude of the surface slip deficits. Specifically, we
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found a significant reduction of the discrepancy between slip at the surface and that at

depth for all three large strike-slip earthquakes that we studied, with the shallow deficit

for Landers Earthquake being reduced from 46% to 18%, Hector Mine from 18% to 3%,

and El Mayor-Cucapah from 60% to 11%. These results are consistent with our synthetic

tests, which showed that the increased data coverage would lead to a more accurate fault

slip model.

Some previous studies of major earthquakes showed only minor residuals after in-

version [Jónsson et al. 2002; Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002; Fialko 2004]. In contrast,

our study shows that, after performing the inversion, large residuals still exist around

the immediate vicinity of the fault. Part of the reason is that we used more near-fault

data that has larger error. Also, we need to note the fact that a simplified fault geometry,

as used in most inversions, is unable to represent a complicated surface rupture, we

believe these large residuals mostly come from near-fault inelastic deformation, even

though it could be argued that they may be associated with unwrapping errors. The good

correspondence between our unwrapped phase and the fault offset estimates, however,

gives us more confidence in the phase unwrapping results. An additional consideration

in documenting the SSD is that elastic models may overestimate slip at about 4km depth,

if the true condition is elasto-plastic [Kaneko and Fialko 2011]. Thus, our estimates of

SSD ranging from 3% - 18% may still overestimate the deficits in these earthquakes,

suggesting that the true deficits may be even smaller, or close to zero.

Field surveys of large-magnitude surface ruptures commonly show wide variabil-

ity in structural style and the variability of on-fault versus off-fault deformation. For

example, along many surface ruptures, particularly those on faults with small cumulative

displacements (i.e., structurally immature faults) and at major structural complexities
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along more-mature faults, it is revealed that some fault sections exhibit zones of widely

distributed surface deformation that encompass numerous small secondary structures

(e.g., minor fault strands and distributed cracking), as well as truly distributed deforma-

tion, such as folding, waping [Dolan and Haravitch 2014; Treiman et al. 2002; Rockwell

et al. 2002]. Collectively, these structures accommodate distributed inelastic deformation

in the near surface region around the main fault rupture. The style, magnitude, and width

of these zones of inelastic damage vary from rupture to rupture, likely in response to

numerous factors, including the structural maturity of the fault, the detailed structural

geometry of the surface rupture, and the type and thickness of near-surface geological

materials through which the ruptures propagates [Dolan and Haravitch 2014]. In the

1999 Hector Mine earthquake, for example, the sections of the rupture that extended

the surface in bedrock [Treiman et al. 2002] exhibited a relatively small discrepancy

between geological surface displacements and estimates of slip at depth from geodetically

constrained inversions [Jónsson et al. 2002; Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002], indicating

relatively minor amounts of near-fault inelastic deformation. Conversely, sections of

the rupture that extended to the surface through thick sediments showed a much larger

discrepancy between on-fault surface displacements and slip at depth from the inversions

[Dolan and Haravitch 2014]. These very different surface deformation patterns along

different parts of the Hector Mine rupture are consistent with the fact that the section of

the surface rupture that ruptured through bedrock exhibited only a small decorrelated area

near the fault, despite the large magnitude of the earthquake, and the interferogram for

this event is usually considered to be the best earthquake interferogram yet determined for

a major earthquake. In marked contrast, the 2010 Mw = 7.1 Darfield earthquake exhibited

almost no discrete faulting as part of the surface rupture, despite overall displacements at

the surface reaching 5 m [Van Dissen et al. 2011]. Rather, the surface deformation was

expressed as 30- to 300-m-wide zones of distributed faulting, likely as a result of the
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fact that the rupture extended upward through very thick, undeformaed glacial outwash

gravels [Van Dissen et al. 2011]. Dolan and Haravitch [2014] systematically analyzed

the discrepancy between geological surface displacements and estimates of slip from

geodetic slip inversion for six large (Mw = 7.1 to 7.9) strike-slip earthquakes and argued

that patterns of near-surface inelastic off-fault deformation are controlled to a large

degree by the structural maturity of the fault. They found that ruptures on structurally

immature faults are characterized by large SSDs, whereas ruptures along structurally

mature faults exhibited much small discrepancies between surface fault slip and slip at

depth. As discussed above, we can explain most, and perhaps all, of the apparent shallow

slip deficits for the three earthquakes we studied through a combination of three factors:

(1) failure to include constraints on near-fault surface deformation patterns in the inver-

sions; (2) failure to incorporate measurements of distributed (i.e., “off-fault”) inelastic

near-surface deformation in the inversions; and (3) the use of elastic models, which will

underestimate near-surface slip. The three earthquakes we study were all generated by

structurally immature faults, and thus exhibited large amounts of near-surface inelastic

deformation, and commensurately large apparent SSDs. Earthquakes generated by more

structurally mature faults exhibit much smaller apparent SSDs [Dolan and Haravitch

2014], and we think that the factors mentioned above will likely be able to account for all

of the measured SSDs, although this remains an area that needs to be documented more

thoroughly. In summary, based on these various factor, we think that most, and perhaps

all, of the shallow slip deficits that have been inferred in the past can be explained by

coseismic inelastic behaviors and will be easily compensated interseismically, if there is

any.
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2.6 Conclusions

We investigated the shallow slip deficit (SSD) of three Mw > 7 strike-slip earth-

quakes using GPS and InSAR observations and optical image correlation of aerial

photography and SPOT satellite data. Our synthetic test demonstrated that failure to

include data on surface deformation around fault may introduce an artificial shallow slip

deficit to elastic half-space models. By exploring the optimal set of the phase unwrap-

ping parameters inside the SNAPHU algorithm, we were able to recover deformation

signals that were previously buried in the decorrelated sections of interferograms in

the high-deformation zones surrounding the faults. Combining this deformation with

additional GPS coverage and near-fault measurements of surface deformation patterns

from analysis of optical imagery, we provided a spatially complete constraint on the slip

v.s depth patterns. The resulting inversions reveal relatively small apparent shallow slip

deficits ranging from 3% to 18%. Although these deficits are much smaller than previous

estimates, the left discrepancies need to be explained. We suggest that there are three

complementary possible explanations, which are, sample of earthquakes being not large

enough, interseismic slip or triggered slip compensation and possibly the artifact from

using purely elastic models. The shallow slip deficits that have been apparent in previ-

ous comparisons of on-fault geologic are at least partially, and perhaps almost entirely,

artifacts of the earlier analyses. Failure to incorporate near-fault surface deformation

patterns as a constraint in geodetic inversions, together with a smoothness regularization,

can lead to artificial shallow slip deficits that obscure the fact that essentially all slip at

depth in large earthquakes likely extends to the surface as a combination of on-fault slip

and off-fault distributed deformation.
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Appendix

Here we provide the inversion procedure used to estimate slip at depth from a

variety of surface observations. The overall approach is to minimize the misfit between

the observations and the model subject to positivity and smoothness constraints. The

minimization is

min(||Am−b||2 +λ
2||Sm||2) (2.2)

where λ is the smoothness factor that represent how rough the slip distribution is. Am = b

together with Sm = 0, can be expanded as following
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Where G are the Green’s functions calculated according to [Okada 1992], with 3-

components being projected to observation directions for InSAR and GPS data, and to

the fault azimuth for optical imagery data. d represent observations, W represent weighs

(here are diagonal matrices), R represent orbital error absorbing components, S represent

smoothness regularization and m is the model. Subscripts p, a, g and o refer to InSAR

phase, InSAR azimuth offset, GPS and optical imagery data, respectively. Subscript

r refers to ramp absorbing component and u refers to modeled slip. Other non-linear

parameters such as dipping angles are included in the computation of Green’s function

[Okada 1992].
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For the weighs of each dataset, they are the multiplication of two parts, the

pre-asigned weigh wpreand the weigh relative to InSAR phase data wpost . For InSAR

data, wpre is proportional to the square root of the number of points inside a subsampled

section (ni) [Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002], which is

wi
pre =

n1/2
i

∑
N
j=1 n1/2

j

(2.4)

where N is the total number of points in each dataset. For GPS and optical imagery data,

wpre is inversely proportional to the uncertainty (σi) [Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002],

which is

wi
pre =

σ
−1
i

∑
M
j=1 σ

−1
j

(2.5)

where M is the total number of observations in each dataset. The weighs relative to InSAR

phase data wpost are part of the non-linear parameters we established a comprehensive

search for (solutions shown in Figure S2.1).

The orbital ramp components are composed of columns of x, y positions and ones
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for representing individual planar ramps for each InSAR acquisition as following.

Rp

Ra

=



x1
1 y1

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

x1
2 y1

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 x2
1 y2

1 1 0 0 0 ...

0 0 0 x2
2 y2

2 1 0 0 0 ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 0 0 0 x3
1 y3

1 1 ...

0 0 0 0 0 0 x3
2 y3

2 1 ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...



(2.6)

where x and y represent east position and north position. In xi
j, i and j refer jth point in ith

acquisition. After the inversion, each ramp signal can be estimated as ri
j = aixi

j+biyi+ci,

where ai, bi and ci are parameters in mr. Also, in order to get a robust solution for both

the ramp and the slip model, we began the inversion with a relatively high ramp weigh

(Wr). After removing this initial ramp from the data, we assign a smaller weigh (Wr) so

as to remove any remaining residual ramp while not affecting the solution of the slip.

Since we assumed the faults having both strike and dip slip during the earthquakes,

the model is represented as

mu

mr

=
(

ss
1,s

d
1,s

s
2,s

d
2, ... ...s

s
N ,s

d
N , a1,b1,c1, ... ...aM,bM,cM

)T
(2.7)

where ss
i and sd

i represent strike and dip slip for the ith patch, and ai, bi and ci are ramp
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parameters for the ith InSAR acquisition. N is the total number of patches in a model,

and M is the total number of InSAR acquisitions used in the inversion.

The first difference smoothness matrix is given by

S =



... ... ... ... ... ...

... −1/ri j ... 1/ri j ... ...

... ... −1/ri j ... 1/ri j ...

... ... ... ... ... ...


(2.8)

where i and j are indexes of two adjacent patches and r represent the distance between

the two patches. Note that the smoothness are the same for dip and strike slip.

The optimization for non-linear parameters is done by systematically searching

the parameter space with one parameter at time. The search exits when no parameter

change can provide a 0.1% smaller overall least-square residual between the model and

the data. A series of large-scale initial states are tested in order to avoid the solution

from falling into local minima. The Green’s functions are re-computed when the fault

geometry changes.
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Tables and Figures

Table 2.1: InSAR data acquisitions used for 3 major strike-slip earthquakes in
Baja-California.

Earthquake Satellite Track Master Acquisi-
tion Date

Repeat Acquisi-
tion Date

BP (m)

Landers ERS1 399 D 1992/04/24 1992/07/03 -344.63
1992/06/24 349 A 1992/05/26 1992/06/30 356.90
Hector
Mine

ERS2 127 D 1998/09/15 1998/10/20 -16.05

1999/10/16 77 A 1999/11/12 1999/11/21 59.88
El-Mayor
Cucapah

ENVISAT 77 A 2010/02/21 2010/03/28 -75.12

2010/04/04 306 A 2010/03/09 2010/04/13 244.39
84 D 2010/03/28 2010/05/02 -87.98

ALOS 211 A 2010/01/15 2010/04/17 617.13
212 A 2009/12/17 2010/05/04 909.90
532 D 2008/02/08 2010/05/16 -205.87
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of cumulative coseismic slip for several large (Mw > 7)
strike slip earthquakes [Fialko 2004; Kaneko and Fialko 2011]. The cumulative
coseismic slip is computed by integrating the strike slip along strike. Horizontal axis
represents normalized cumulative strike slip.
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Figure 2.2: Tectonic setting of the three major strike-slip earthquakes in southern
California and Baja-California. Stars represent epicenters of earthquakes, with beach
balls denote the centroid moment tensor solutions (http://www.globalcmt.org).

http://www.globalcmt.org
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.3: Synthetic test showing shallow slip deficit caused by missing near-fault
data. a) is the input model and b) is the surface observations along North-South direction
(part of the synthetic data used) generated from input slip model with different amount
of missing data close to fault. Dark grey ellipse represents the thin mask used and light
grey ellipse represents the wide mask used. c) and d) are inversion results from data in
b) with 2% local noise being added; c) corresponds to inversion with thin data mask
while d) corresponds to wide data mask. The color represents strike slip and the arrows
represent total slip for each patch. e) and f) are cumulative strike slip v.s. depth for
model c) and d), and the dash line represents the cumulative strike slip v.s. depth for the
input model.
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Figure 2.4: COSI-Corr processed aerial image from National Aerial Photography
Program (NAPP) of the 1992 Landers rupture. On the left is the North-South
component of the surface deformation and on the right is the East-West component.
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Figure 2.5: Fault offset from NAPP image COSI-corr and prediction from our
model for the 1992 Landers earthquake. a) Blue dots being estimation from NAPP
image, magenta dots are predicted offset at the same position on fault from our best-
fitting model. b) Comparison between fault offset and model prediction.
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Figure 2.6: Fault offset from NAPP image COSI-corr and prediction from our
model for the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. a) Blue dots being estimation from
NAPP image, magenta dots are predicted fault offset at the same position on fault from
our best-fitting model. b) Comparison between fault offset and model prediction.
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Figure 2.7: Fault offset from SPOT image COSI-corr and prediction from our
model for the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. a) Blue dots being estimation
from SOPT image, magenta dots are predicted fault offset at the same position on fault
from our best-fitting model. b) Comparison between fault offset and model prediction.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between previous model [Fialko 2004] prediction and our
new unwrapped LOS displacement for the 1992 Landers earthquake. The blue
circles are model prediction from previous study, and the red dots are new unwrapped
displacement field. The vertical magenta line is the estimated fault offset being placed
at the fault position. The gap in between are segments being masked due to its low
unwrapping reliability.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 2.9: Processed InSAR data, our model prediction and the residual after
moving model from data for the 1992 Landers earthquake. a), d) and g) are InSAR
unwrapped displacement field from descending track 399, ascending track 349 and the
azimuth offset from descending track 399, respectively. b), e) and h) are corresponding
model prediction at subsampled data points from a), d) and g), with c), f) and i) being
the residuals from fitting.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 2.10: Processed InSAR data, our model prediction and the residual after
moving model from data for 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. a), d) and g) are InSAR
unwrapped displacement field from descending track 127, ascending track 77 and the
azimuth offset from descending track 127, respectively. b), e) and h) are corresponding
model prediction at subsampled data points from a), d) and g), with c), f) and i) being
the residuals from fitting.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 2.11: Processed InSAR data, our model prediction and the residual after
moving model from data for 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. a), d), g), j), m)
and p) are InSAR unwrapped displacement field from ALOS descending track 532,
ascending track 212, ENVISAT descending track 84, ascending track 77, ascending
track 306 and the azimuth offset from ALOS ascending track 212 and 211. b), e), h), k),
n) and q) are corresponding model prediction at subsampled data points from a), d), g),
j), m) and p), with c), f), i), l), o) and r) being the residuals from fitting, respectively.
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(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r)

Figure 2.11: Processed InSAR data, our model prediction and the residual after
moving model from data for 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, continued.
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Figure 2.12: GPS measurements from 82 stations and the forwarded displacement
at these stations for 1992 Landers earthquake. Black and red arrows represent hori-
zontal and vertical measurements from GPS, and blue and green arrows are forwarded
horizontal and vertical displacements from our model. Only near field stations are
plotted.
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Figure 2.13: GPS measurements from 77 stations and the forwarded displacement
at these stations for 1999 Hector Mine earthquake. Black and red arrows represent
horizontal and vertical measurements from GPS, and blue and green arrows are for-
warded horizontal and vertical displacements from our model. Only near field stations
are plotted.
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Figure 2.14: GPS measurements from 158 stations and the forwarded displace-
ment at these stations for 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. Black and red
arrows represent horizontal and vertical measurements from GPS, and blue and green
arrows are forwarded horizontal and vertical displacements from our model. Only near
field stations are plotted.
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Figure 2.15: Slip distribution from InSAR-GPS-Arial Image joint inversion for
1992 Landers earthquake with a elastic half space model. Colors represents strike
slip while arrows stand for total slip and the direction.
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Figure 2.16: Slip distribution from InSAR-GPS-Arial Image joint inversion for
1999 Hector Mine earthquake with a elastic half space model. Colors represents
strike slip while arrows stand for total slip and the direction.
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Figure 2.17: Slip distribution from InSAR-GPS-Satellite Image joint inversion
for 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake with a elastic half space model. Colors
represents strike slip while arrows stand for total slip and the direction.
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Figure 2.18: Normalized cumulative strike slip versus depth for 3 large strike slip
earthquakes, from new inversion results. Cumulative strike slip is computed by
integrating the strike slip along fault trace. The results are normalized by the maximum
amount of cumulative strike slip.
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Figure S2.1: Cross-sections in model space along weigh directions versus percent-
age of recovery. Horizontal axes for (a) (b) and (c) represents weighs of azimuth offset,
GPS observations and fault offset estimates from SPOT image, for the inversion of 1992
Landers earthquake, while weigh for InSAR phase data is defined as 1. Similarly, (d),
(e) and (f) are weighs of the datasets for 1999 Hector Mine earthquake and (g), (h) and
(i) for 2012 El Myaor-Cucapah earthquake. In all the plots above, blue line represents
the recovery for InSAR phase data, red line for InSAR azimuth offset data, green line
for the recovery of GPS data and magenta line for the recovery of estimated fault offset
from aerial image. Gray dash lines represents the selection of the weigh values.
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Figure S2.2: Percentage of recovery for each dataset versus smooth factor in each
inversion. (a) 1992 Landers, (b) 1999 Hector Mine, (c) 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah. In all
the plots above, blue line represents the recovery of InSAR phase data, red line for the
recovery InSAR azimuth offset data, green line for the recovery of GPS data, magenta
line for the recovery of estimated fault offset from aerial image and black line represents
the mean recovery of these four data sets. Gray dash lines represent the selection of
smooth factor for each earthquake.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure S2.3: How to correctly unwrap a deformation field with a rupture inside.
(a) is the true deformation field in radiant (phase). (b) is the wrapped phase, i.e. the
synthetic interferogram. (c) is the directly unwrapped phase using SNAPHU with
default settings. (d) is the unwrapped phase with a correlation mask right on the rupture.
(e) is unwrapped phase with assuming a maximum discontinuity being approximately
400 radiant. (f) is unwrapped phase with combing methods in (d) and (e), i.e. assuming
an approximate maximum discontinuity and setting a correlation mask on fault.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure S2.4: Synthetic test of inversion with full data coverage. (a) is the North
component of the deformation field with assumed slip in Figure 3(a). (b) is the recovered
slip from inversion with 2% local noise added. (c) is the cumulative strike slip v.s. depth
with the dash line being the input slip from Figure 3(a).
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(a) (b)

(e)

(c)

(d)

(f ) (g)

Figure S2.5: Monte Carlo simulation for testing the model’s uncertainty by per-
turbing the data with spatially correlated red noise (1000 realizations). (a) is an
example of the red noise generated for each InSAR scene during each realization. (b)
and (c) are the strike-slip and dip-slip uncertainty for the 1992 Landers earthquake in
cm. (d) and (e) are the strike-slip and dip-slip uncertainty for the 1999 Hector Mine
earthquake in cm. (f) and (g) are the strike-slip and dip-slip uncertainty for the 2010 El
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake in cm.



Chapter 3

A Spectral Expansion Approach for

Geodetic Slip Inversion: Implications for

the Down-dip Rupture Limits of Oceanic and

Continental Megathrust Earthquakes

We have developed a data-driven spectral expansion inversion method to place

bounds on the down-dip rupture depth of large megathrust earthquakes having good

InSAR and GPS coverage. This inverse theory approach is used to establish the set

of models that are consistent with the observations. In addition, the inverse theory

method demonstrates that the spatial resolution of the slip models depends on two factors,

the spatial coverage and accuracy of the surface deformation measurements, and the

slip depth. Application of this method to the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule Earthquake shows

a slip maximum at 19 km depth tapering to zero at ∼40 km depth. In contrast, the

continent-continent megathrust earthquakes of the Himalayas, e.g. 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha

Earthquake, shows a slip maximum at 9 km depth tapering to zero at ∼18 km depth.

66
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The main question is why is the maximum slip depth of the continental megathrust

earthquake only 50% of that observed in oceanic megathrust earthquakes. To understand

this difference, we have developed a simple 1-D heat conduction model that includes the

effects of uplift and surface erosion. The relatively low erosion rates above the ocean

megathrust results in a geotherm where the 450◦-600◦C transition is centered at ∼40

km depth. In contrast, the relatively high average erosion rates in the Himalayas of ∼1

mm/yr results in a geotherm where the 450◦-600◦C transition is centered at ∼20 km.

Based on these new observations and models, we suggest that the effect of erosion rate

on temperature explains the difference in the maximum depth of the seismogenic zone

between Chile and the Himalayas.

3.1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, advances in space geodesy such as Interferometric

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS) have facilitated

detailed mapping of surface deformation. These high quality and regional datasets have

enabled scientists to build 3-D deformation fields for many large earthquakes. Usually, the

fault geometry can be reasonably approximated from aftershocks, geophysical imaging,

and geological field studies. Elastic models that relate slip at depth to surface deformation

can then be constructed by discretizing this fault into small patches before estimating the

slip on each patch. While this method is straightforward, it hardly provides an estimate

of the spatial resolution nor unbiased uncertainties associated with the slip model. It is

well known that the equations which relate slip at depth to surface deformation contain

an upward continuation term [Steketee 1958], which exponentially attenuates the rupture

signal at wavelengths smaller than the depth, therefore making this inverse problem

inherently non-unique [Parker 1994]. This is true even if the data coverage is complete
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and the data have no errors. The non-uniqueness becomes evident in parameterized

inversions when the discretized patch size is smaller than the depth; the inversions are

poorly conditioned resulting in wild oscillations in slip distribution. In order to stabilize

the solution, smoothness regularization combined with a non-negativity constraint is

applied to the inversion, which acts as a strong prior knowledge to the model [Jónsson

et al. 2002; Simons, Fialko, and Rivera 2002; Fialko 2004; Tarantola 2005]. In some

studies, a checkerboard test is used to illustrate the resolving power of the data [Fialko

2004; Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010]. [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010] performed

this test for the Mw 8.8 2010 Maule earthquake and found the model can only recover a

20-km checker up to about 35km depth, but can recover a 40-km checker to 60km depth.

These results are consistent with the inverse relation between model resolvability and

rupture depth.

For several recent megathrust earthquakes, surface deformation has been well

recorded and many studies have incorporated these data into earthquake rupture inver-

sions using the standard parameter estimation approach. Inversions for the 2010 Mw 8.8

Maule earthquake (oceanic plate subducting) suggest a tapering of slip toward zero at

∼40 km depth [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010; Lorito et al. 2011]. This depth is similar

to many other oceanic subduction slip inversions (e.g. the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-oki

[Simons et al. 2011; Minson et al. 2014]; 2004 Mw 9.2 Sumatra-Andaman [Ammon

et al. 2005; Lay et al. 2005; Chlieh et al. 2007]. By contrast, inversions for the 2015 Mw

7.8 Nepal earthquake (continental plate subducting) suggest a tapering of slip toward

zero at less than 20 km [Wang and Fialko 2015; Galetzka et al. 2015]. This depth is

consistent with the maximum depth of strong interseismic coupling resolved by geodetic

models along the Himalayan front [Stevens and Avouac 2015]. This difference raises

two questions. First, is the difference in down-dip rupture limit well resolved by the
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observations? If it is well resolved, what physical mechanisms may explain such a large

difference? This requires a real uncertainty estimate as well as an analysis of resolving

power for inversion models.

To address the first question, we adopt the approach of linear inverse theory

[Gilbert 1971; Parker 1977]. As noted by Parker [1977]: “The quality that distinguishes

inverse theory from the parameter estimation problem of statistics is the unknowns are

functions, not merely a handful of real numbers. This means that the solution contains

in principle an infinite number of variables, and therefore with real data the problem is

as underdetermined as it can be.” The approach begins with the well-known Green’s

functions relating slip at depth on a prescribed fault plane to surface deformation. Fol-

lowing the spectral expansion method, we then construct a set of up to N orthonormal

slip functions that span the set of N surface observations. The solution and its uncertainty

are constructed from a finite number M ≤ N of these functions, or kernels, that match

the data to within their uncertainty. The low order kernels are generally smoothest and

well constrained by the data while the higher order kernels have more oscillations and

are more poorly constrained. The solution is constructed from the well-resolved kernels.

We use this approach to provide bounds on the depth distribution of slip during the Mw

8.8 Maule (oceanic) and Mw 7.8 Gorka (continental) megathrust areas, and show that the

factor-of-two difference in slip depth is indeed well resolved by the geodetic data.

To address the second question, the pronounced difference in the slip depth, we

develop a simple 1-D thermal model that includes the effects of vertical advection of

heat due to erosion-induced rebound [Royden 1993]. We find that an erosion rate of 1

mm/yr decreases the depth of the 600◦C isotherm by a factor of two, which can explain

the relatively shallow rupture depth of the Gorka earthquake.
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3.2 The spectral expansion approach

Here we give a brief summary of the spectral expansion theory from Parker [1977;

1994] as applied to static slip inversion. The theory is originally from Gilbert [1971]. The

main difference between our formulation and the original formulation is that our model

is 2-D vector slip (strike and dip) as a function of the two dimensions on the fault surface

Note that the fault does not need to be a planar surface. The data are surface deformation

sampled at a finite number of points on the surface of the Earth. GPS can provide 3

components of deformation while InSAR provides 1 or 2 line of sight components. Each

component of each data point is and has an uncertainty . We use the elastic half-space

Green’s function [Okada 1985] to relate vector slip at depth to each component of surface

deformation. We note that Green’s functions for a more complicated elastic structure

could be used. The convolution of the model and the Green’s function is given by

di =
∫

Σ

Gi(x)m(x)dΣ (3.1)

where Σ represents integration over the entire fault plane. After dividing both sides of

Equation 3.1 by the uncertainty the equation can be re-written as

d′i =
∫

Σ

G′i(x)m(x)dΣ (3.2)

Now the data d′ias well as the Green’s functions G′i are dimensionless and the data have

unit standard deviation. Following Parker [1977] we form the Gram matrix Γ

Γi j =
∫

Σ

G′i(x)G
′
j(x)dΣ (3.3)
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Thus, Γ is positive-definite and symmetric, and can be diagonalized with an orthonormal

matrix O of eigenvectors

OTΓO =Λ , where Λ= diag{λ1,λ2, . . . ,λN} and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ·· · ≥ λN > 0 (3.4)

where λis are the eigenvalues; the full set of eigenvalues is called the spectrum. It’s not

difficult to show that

λi = OT
i ΓOi = ∑

j
O ji

∫
Σ

GGT dΣOi j =
∫

Σ
∑

j
O jiGGT Oi jdΣ (3.5)

where G is a column vector of normalized Green’s functions and the Gram matrix Γ can

be treated as a dyad matrix. We rewrite the equation as following

Λ=
∫

Σ

OTGGTOdΣ (3.6)

Now consider the kernel functions defined by

ψi(x) = λ
−1/2
i ∑

j
O jiG′j(x) (3.7)

It can be easily verified from the equation 3.6 that ψi(x) are an orthonormal set

∫
Σ

ψi(x)ψ j(x)dΣ = δi j (3.8)

Therefore, we consider the expansion of the model m(x) in terms of these kernels

m(x) = ∑
i

aiψi(x)+ψ
∗ (3.9)
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where ψ∗ is the annihilator (i.e., models that produce no surface deformation at the

positions of the data points). The coefficients of the expansion can be derived

ai =
∫

Σ

ψi(x)m(x)dΣ

=
∫

Σ

λ
−1/2
i ∑

j
O jiG′j(x)m(x)dΣ

= λ
−1/2
i ∑

j
O ji

∫
Σ

G′j(x)m(x)dΣ

= λ
−1/2
i ∑

j
O jid′j

(3.10)

Since all the d′j have unit variance and the matrix O is orthonormal, the error estimates

of ai are simply and are statistically independent. When the inverse problem is handled

with this approach, it is easy to isolate the parts that are better determined, i.e. those have

smaller error or larger eigenvalue.

3.3 Application to 2-D and 3-D test cases

We first test this approach using an infinitely-long vertical strike-slip fault. Two

input slip distributions are used for testing. The first is uniform slip (1 m) with depth

between the surface and 12 km (Figure 3.1c, black dashed line). The second is a Gaussian-

shaped slip centered at 8 km depth (Figure 3.1d, black dashed line). We then use the

2-D half-space Green’s function [Cohen 1999] to forward generate surface observations

from -50km to 50km distance with 200m sampling increment and add a random noise of

2% of the maximum shear deformation [Fialko 2004]. Next, we normalize the Green’s

function, compute the Gram matrix analytically and decompose it to get the eigenvalues

(Figure 3.1a) as well as the orthonormal kernels (Figure 3.1b). Note that the orthonormal

kernels have oscillations as a function of depth with more oscillations for higher kernel
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number. After this step, we calculate the coefficient for each kernel and combine them to

get the inverted slip (Figure 3.1c, blue line). The uncertainty of the inverted slip can be

acquired by propagating the error of each coefficient to the model (Figure 3.1c, magenta

dash-dotted line).

An additional test is done to explore the recoverability by inverting the synthetic

data with no noise. The light blue line in Figure 3.1c shows the solution using the exact

same number of kernels, while the transparent red and green lines are solutions using

more. It’s obvious that with more kernels, the solution will get closer to the step function

we input, despite the fact that due to the upward continuation, a full recovery of the step

function is not expected. Also, the rapid reduction in the eigenvalue causes the error from

the data to be exponentially magnified when it comes to higher order. To further examine

this approach, we set a Gaussian input slip centering 8km depth with the maximum slip

being 1m (Figure 3.1d). The conclusion remains the same. In both cases, the surface

deformation is well fit with the selected kernels determined from the misfit function

χ2 = ∑
N
i=1(di−dpred

i )2/Nσ2
i (Figure S3.1). Note that from the theory (Section 3.2), if

the same fault geometry is determined, once the locations of observations are set, every

computation step will be the same until the calculation of coefficients for the kernels.

In other words, both cases shown in Figure 3.1c and Figure 3.1d are just different re-

compositions of the kernels shown in Figure 3.1b, based on different surface observations.

After considering the 2-D test, we expanded the formulation to a 3-D test case.

We use a 350km long 250km wide planar fault with N30◦E strike and 15◦ dip toward east.

The input dip-slip is a Gaussian function shown in Figure 3.2a, with the corresponding

moment magnitude being 8.0. Then we generate a forward model using the half-space

Green’s function [Okada 1985] and project the vector surface deformation into descend-
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ing and ascending line-of-sight (LOS) directions to simulate the InSAR observations.

Random noise (2% of maximum amplitude) [Fialko 2004] is added and then the data are

down sampled with a quad-tree algorithm [Jónsson et al. 2002] based on the curvature

of the deformation field. Due to the complexity of the 3-D half-space Green’s function

[Okada 1985], the computation of the Gram matrix is done with numerical integration

for both strike and dip slip. We then decompose the Gram matrix to recover the eigenval-

ues and orthonormal kernels (Figure S3.3i, S3.6). We found the 3-D case has a much

slower fall-off in misfit with increasing number of kernel functions than the 2-D case. To

determine how many kernels to use, we examine the misfit function (Figure 3.2c) and

chose the smallest number with reasonable misfit reduction (e.g. 100 kernels), in which

case, more kernels will result in an explosion in model’s uncertainty but no significant

improvement on data fitting. While the along-strike cumulative dip slip shows a good

fit to the input (Figure 3.2b) with the recovered moment magnitude being 7.99, a small

component of strike slip was also “recovered”, potentially due to incomplete coverage

from down-sampled data and the noise we added. Besides, we also discovered some

short wavelength undulations in the inverted slip, which we believe is due to the nature

of this decomposition method.

To further understand the spatial resolution of the inversion, we developed a

technique to qualitatively represent the resolving power of the slip model (Figure S3.2).

For each kernel used in the construction of the model, we pick out the peaks and troughs,

together with the corners and sides, to create a set of nodes. Next, we apply Delaunay

triangulation [Delaunay 1934] to these nodes and set their values to the average of the

distances between each node and its adjacent nodes. Then we fit these distance measures

at each vertex using splines in tension [Smith and Wessel, 1990] and filter the result to

get the resolving wavelength map for the kernel. When applying this to all the kernels
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used in the spectral expansion inversion, the minimum value among all the kernels at

every position on the fault plane is considered as the resolving wavelength for the model

(Figure 3.2e and 3.2g). We also performed further tests for dip slip and a mixture of dip

and strike slip scenarios, the results of which are presented in supplementary information

(Figure S3.7, S3.8).

The two test cases reveal some interesting features of this spectral expansion

approach. First, the eigenvalues derived from the Gram matrix decrease slower in the

3-D case than the 2-D case. We believe this is because the data in the 3-D case requires

extra constraints for one more dimension, thus more eigenvalues are needed to achieve

the same level of trade-offs. Second, the resolving power of the model depends a lot on

data sampling. It’s obvious, even from the equations in Section 3.2, that the shapes of

kernels are completely determined by the model geometry and distribution of the data

samples. The derived resolving wavelength could also act as a guide for the digitization

of parameter estimation models. Third, the 2-D case shows an increase in uncertainty at

shallower depth since it has complete surface coverage. The 3-D case shows a similar

feature, but suddenly the uncertainty becomes smaller at the surface, which we relate

to the lack of near-fault data. The truth is that the data can never be dense enough

when it comes close to the fault, as the Green’s function will change dramatically over

a short distance. This inversion approach relies heavily on the similarity of Green’s

function between data points, i.e. the redundancy of data. Thus, in this case, the quad-tree

algorithm may not be optimal for down sampling, as the redundancy of data is dependent

on fault depth. Fourth, although the computation is defined as the inner product of the

Green’ functions over the model space, i.e. how similar their Green’s functions are,

the Gram matrix could potentially represent the covariance (after scaling by the data’s

uncertainty) between data points, if we assume the data having zero mean. In other words,
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if the measurement of one data point changes away from zero due to an earthquake,

the measurement of a nearby data point may also change correspondingly. Finally, the

fault could be in any shape as long as the integration shown in Equation 3.3 can be done

properly, which gives a strong adaptability to this approach.

3.4 Application to the 2010 Maule and the 2015 Gorkha

earthquakes

We first use this spectral expansion approach to model the slip for the Mw 8.8

Maule, Chile earthquake. This earthquake was a megathrust event that ruptured a ma-

ture seismic gap [Moreno, Rosenau, and Oncken 2010] and generated a strong tsunami

throughout the Pacific Ocean [Fritz et al. 2011]. Previous study shows coseismic rup-

ture extending down-dip to a depth of ∼40km, which correlates well with interseismic

coupling along the Andean subduction zone in south-central Chile [Lorito et al. 2011;

Métois, Socquet, and Vigny 2012]. Here we apply the spectral expansion approach to

the processed InSAR and GPS data presented in Tong et al. [2010] and analyze the

uncertainty and resolving power of the model. We use the same fault geometry as in

their study, with the fault plane extending 680 km along strike N16.5◦E and 250km down

dip 15◦ toward east. From the misfit function analysis (Figure 3.3e), we determined that

150 kernels were needed to represent the coseismic slip. The solution (Figure 3.3a and

3.3b) shows a total slip moment corresponding to moment magnitude 8.79 assuming an

average shear modulus of 40GPa, with the thrust component being Nm and the strike

component being Nm. This is close to the seismic moment reported by [NEIC 2010]

(Mw 8.8). From the resolving wavelength analysis (Figure 3.3c and 3.3d), the model has

the best resolution at intermediate depth (20 km to 40 km), with resolution decreasing
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dramatically outside of this range. More interestingly, at shallower depth, due to the lack

of offshore data, the resolution is actually worse than at deeper depth. This brings into

question the very small uncertainty estimates near the fault surface. Are we so sure the

uncertainty of the slip estimate is almost zero close to fault trace? The answer is yes,

with a sacrifice in resolution, the statistical precision is almost intrinsically guaranteed.

The cumulative dip slip (Figure 3.5a) increases from 0km to 20km depth and decreases

to zero at roughly 45km depth. This is in good agreement with previous studies and

the uncertainty of our model together with the resolving power analysis show that the

reduction in slip amplitudes is well determined by observations.

We then reinvestigate the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake in Nepal. This earth-

quake took place on a tectonic boundary due to the Indian-Eurasian collision and ruptured

140km on the Main Himalayan Fault [Galetzka et al. 2015]. In contrast to megathrust

events at subduction zones, previous studies all show a very limited down-dip rupture

extent with coseismic slip typically terminating between 15 km to 25 km depth [Wang

and Fialko 2015; Galetzka et al. 2015]. Here we apply the spectral expansion inversion

to the InSAR data from Lindsey et al. [2015] and GPS data from Galetzka et al. [2015].

We down-sample the InSAR data using the quad-tree algorithm with increased sampling

density closer to the fault in order to increase the resolution at shallow depth. The

sampling stops 20 km away from fault in order to maintain numerical stability and save

computation time. We then combine the InSAR and GPS data to perform the spectral

expansion inversion. The model is created following the main frontal thrust geometry

from Ader et al. [2012], with the fault plane extending 200km along strike N71.5◦W

and 150 km along dip 7◦ toward north [Wang and Fialko, 2015]. By examining the

misfit function, we determined that 250 kernels were needed to represent the coseismic

slip (Figure 3.4e). The estimated total moment for the coseismic slip (Figure 3.4a and
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3.4b) is Nm, with the corresponding moment magnitude being 7.80, assuming an average

shear modulus of 30 GPa, which agrees with the seismic moment reported by [NEIC

2015] (Mw 7.8). From the resolving wavelength analysis (Figure 3.4c and 3.4d), the

resolving power generally decays with depth except in areas with denser samples due

to the quad-tree sampling. The cumulative dip slip with depth plot (Figure 3.5b) shows

slip rapidly increasing at about 7 km depth, reaches its maximum around 10 km, and

then decreases toward zero gradually. The slip vs. depth profile is in agreement with

the previous studies [Wang and Fialko 2015]. From the uncertainty estimates and the

resolving power analysis, this decay is also well resolved by the data.

For these two cases, the InSAR data’s uncertainty is taken from previous studies,

with 10 cm for all InSAR data in the Maule case [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010] and

2.3 cm, 5.4 cm, 4.1 cm for track 47, 48, 157 in the Nepal case [Wang and Fialko 2015].

One interesting feature from the spectral expansion is that the eigenvalues computed for

the Maule case (Figure S3.4i) decreases faster than for the Nepal case (Figure S3.5i),

potentially because the Nepal earthquake has a shallower dipping angle or more data

close to trench.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 The influence of erosion rate on thermal structure

The inversion approach we developed in this study confirms that the contrasting

down-dip rupture extents of the two earthquakes are indeed well determined by observa-

tions. This raises the next question: Why is the down-dip rupture extent of Himalayan

megathrust earthquakes (15-20 km) a factor of 2 shallower than the down-dip limit (>40
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km) of megathrust earthquakes in oceanic subduction zones? Temperature exerts a strong

influence on both dehydration reactions and deformation mechanisms. In particular, the

transition from friction to intracrystalline plasticity as the dominant deformation mech-

anism in quartzofeldspathic rocks occurs at temperatures of 325 - 350◦C, and is often

proposed to define the upper temperature bound for seismic behavior in crustal rocks

[Hyndman and Wang 1993; Hyndman, Wang, and Yamano 1995; Hyndman, Yamano,

and Oleskevich 1997; Oleskevich, Hyndman, and Wang 1999]. It has been also proposed

that earthquake ruptures initiated below this temperature bound may propagate with

decreasing slip to where the temperature is 450 ◦C [Hyndman, Yamano, and Oleskevich

1997].

Due to the existence of subduction, the temperature is generally higher on the

side of the overriding plate, which is roughly around 600 ◦C [Klingelhoefer et al. 2010].

The rapid subduction of cooler oceanic lithosphere will depress the isotherms on the

megathrust interface, but this can account for only a 5 km deepening when subduction

rate changes from 2cm/yr to 4cm/yr [Klingelhoefer et al. 2010]. To further understand

what is causing the factor of 2 difference between the Himalayian rupture depth and the

Maule rupture depth, we follow Royden [1993] and developed a 1-D heat conduction

model that accounts for the effect of erosion rate (Appendix). We assume that the surface

is at a quasi-steady stage where the uplift from accretion and rebound is balanced by

the effect of erosion. We then adopt the parameters in Royden [1993] who assumes the

erosion rate to be 1 mm/yr and vary the remaining variables to calculate the corresponding

temperature profiles (Figure 3.6). From our analysis, both the heat production in the upper

crust and the mantle temperature has little effect on depth of the 600 ◦C isotherm, while

the erosion rate influences the temperature profile significantly. This can be understood

by considering the effects of accretion or erosion/rebound; the hotter materials are
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directly brought up toward the surface, which is far more efficient than heat conduction.

Recent studies show that in the region of the Gorkha earthquake, the surface erosion rate

increases from about 0.5 mm/yr in the up-dip region to 3.5 mm/yr down dip [Whipple

et al. 2016], while for south-central Chile, this number is quite small (< 0.3 mm/yr)

[Aguilar et al. 2011; Carretier et al. 2013]. Figure 3.6a shows that an average 1 mm/yr

erosion rate is sufficient to bring the 600 ◦C isotherm from a depth of 40 km to 17 km,

which is consistent with our findings from spectral expansion inversion.

3.5.2 Correlations between forearc ridges and the down-dip limit of

the seismogenic zone

Bassett and Watts [Bassett and Watts 2015a; Bassett and Watts 2015b] have devel-

oped a spectral averaging method of suppressing the large-amplitude, long-wavelength,

trench-normal topographic and gravimetric expression of subduction zones. The global

application of this technique revealed that in at-least five circum-Pacific subduction

zones with a history of large megathrust earthquakes, the down-dip limit of the seismo-

genic zone was approximately correlated with the location of a trench-parallel forearc

ridge (TPFR). The longest TPFR parallels the coastline of Chile for >2000 km and is

coincident with the Chilean coastal Cordillera. As shown in Figure 3.7, the TPFR in

southern Chile is well correlated with the maximum depth of earthquakes with Global

Centroid Moment Tensors (GCMT) [Dziewonski, Chou, and Woodhouse 1981; Ekström,

Nettles, and Dziewoński 2012] consistent with megathrust slip, the maximum depth of

coseismic slip in the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake [Tong, Sandwell, and Fialko 2010;

Delouis, Nocquet, and Vallée 2010], and the maximum depth of interseismic coupling as

constrained by campaign GPS measurements [Moreno, Rosenau, and Oncken 2010]. A

similar correlation has been recognised in northern Chile [Béjar-Pizarro et al. 2013].
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To investigate whether a similar relation is observed for the Gorka earthquake, we

have applied this technique of spectral averaging to calculate residual topographic anoma-

lies along the Himalayas. We have analyzed the global SRTM15 topographic grid, which

has a resolution of 15 arc-seconds (roughly 500m). Residual topographic anomalies

along the Himalayas are shown in Figure 8. The Gorka earthquake occurred immediately

up-dip of an elongated, strike-parallel region of positive residual topographic anomalies,

which correlates remarkably well with the 3500 m elevation contour of the Hymalayas

[Avouac 2003; Stevens and Avouac 2015]. This elevated band may be analogous to

the TPFR previously observed in oceanic subduction zones. Black contours show the

distribution of interseismic coupling as constrained by campaign GPS measurements

[Stevens and Avouac 2015]. It is intriguing that we observe a similar spatial association

between the down-dip transition from an interseismically locked to creeping megathrust,

with the elevated residual topography of the high Himalayas.

In subduction zones, the broad pattern of interseismic deformation can be modeled

by placing an edge dislocation at the down dip end of the locked fault with its Burger’s

vector parallel to fault dip [Savage 1983]. This model predicts a broad interseismic

subsidence over the majority of the locked fault, with interseismic uplift located near

the down-dip limit of locking. Over many earthquake cycles, the incomplete recovery

of interseismic elastic deformation by earthquakes and postseismic slip may lead to

permanent deformation of the forearc that spatially mirrors the sign of interseismic

deformation. This model has been proposed to explain long-term coastal uplift in

oceanic subduction zones in Cascadia [Kelsey et al. 1994] and Mexico [Ramırez-Herrera,

Kostoglodov, and Urrutia-Fucugauchi 2004] and we suggest unrecovered interseismic

deformation may also be contributing to the elevation and growth of the high Himalaya
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in eastern Nepal, which is in agreement with previous studies [Meade 2010].

3.6 Conclusions

In this study, we developed and tested a data-driven spectral expansion approach

that possess the advantages of 1) mathematical robustness, 2) smoothness and stableness

without regularization, 3) capability of adopting complex fault surface, 4) giving real

uncertainty estimates and 5) providing resolving power analysis. With this approach, we

confirmed that the down dip ruptures of the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake and the 2015

Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake are well resolved by the data. The Maule earthquake rupture

terminates around 45 km depth and the Gorkha earthquake rupture stops shallower than

20 km. Both these depths are well correlated with the location of trench-parallel forearc

ridges, which may reflect unrecovered interseismic elastic deformation. To understand

the difference in maximum rupture depth between the two cases, we constructed 1-D

thermal conduction models with different erosion rate, upper-crust heat production and

mantle temperature. By comparing different models, we conclude that the erosion rate

has a major influence on the down dip rupture limit.

Appendix: Derivation of the 1-D Heat Conduction Model

Following Royden [1993], we simplified and modified the heater conduction

equation as follows, assuming the accretion and erosion rates are in balance.

d2T
dz2 +

ν

α

dT
dz

+
A0

K
e−z/h = 0
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where T is the temperature, z is the depth, ν is the accretion rate, α is the thermal

diffusivity, A0 is the heat production rate at the surface, K is the thermal conductivity and

h is the characteristic decaying depth for heat production. We simplify the equation a

little more by substituting some of the variables as follows.

d2T
dz2 +a

dT
dz

+be−cz = 0

Then further simplify the equation form a 2-nd order ordinary differential equation (ODE)

to a 1-st order ODE by letting dT/dz = y. Then we have the equation as

dy
dz

+ay+be−cz = 0

As for the type of 1-st order ODE like y′+P(xy = Q(x)), the general solution is

y = e−
∫ x

x0
P(t)dt

∫
Q(x)e

∫ x
x0

P(t)dtdx

Thus, we have the solution for y as

y =− b
a− c

(e−cz +C1e−az)

Substitute y with dT/dz and solve the ODE, we’ll get

T =
b

c(a− c)
e−cz +C1

b
a(a− c)

e−az +C2
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Consider the boundary condition

z = 0, T = T0

z = H, T = Tm

We can get the coefficients

C1 =−
(

Tm
a(a− c)

b
+

a
c
(1− e−cH)

)
/(1− e−aH)

C2 =

(
Tm +

b
c(a− c)

(e−aH− e−cH)

)
/(1− e−aH)
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Figure 3.1: 2-D infinite fault test case for the spectral expansion approach. (a)
Eigenvalues vs. order, with the blue circle denoting the order selected for the step case
(c) and blue star for the Gaussian case (d) when using noisy data. (b) Some examples of
orthonormal kernels vs. depth. (c) Recovered slip vs. depth plot for input slip being
a step function and (d) recovered slip vs. depth plot for input slip being a Gaussian
function. For (c) and (d), the black dashed lines represent the input slip, blue lines are
slip inverted using noisy data with magenta dash-dot lines being the uncertainty bounds,
light blue lines are the slip inverted using noise-free data, transparent red and green
lines are inverted slip using noise-free data with more kernels. The forward model and
fitting can be found in Figure S3.1.
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Figure 3.2: 3-D test case for the spectral expansion approach. (a) Input dip slip
with positive defined as hanging wall moving up-dip. The black dashed line is the fault
trace. (b) Cumulative dip slip [Simons and Fialko, 2002] vs. depth plot with black
dashed line being the input dip slip, blue line representing the inverted dip slip and
magenta dash-dot lines denoting the uncertainty. (c) Misfit vs. number of kernels, with
the red dot being the order selected. (d) Inverted dip slip and (f) inverted strike slip
with hanging wall moving north-eastward defined as positive. Resolving wavelength for
dip slip (e) and strike slip (g) constructed by the algorithm shown in Figure S3.2. Data
fitting and eigenvalues can be found in Figure S3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Inverted slip for the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule Earthquake. (a) Inverted dip
slip and (b) inverted strike slip, with same positivity definition as Figure 2d and 2f.
The black dashed line in (a) represents the fault trace. Resolving wavelength for dip
slip (c) and strike slip (d). (e) Misfit vs. the number of kernels used. The data fitting,
uncertainty estimate and eigenvalues can be found in Figure S3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Inverted slip for the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha Earthquake. (a) Inverted dip
slip with same positivity definition as Figure 2d and (b) is the inverted strike slip with
positive defined as the hanging wall moving north-westward. The black dashed line in
(a) represents the fault trace. Resolving wavelength for dip slip (c) and strike slip (d).
(e) Misfit function vs. the number of kernels used. The data fitting, uncertainty estimate
and eigenvalues can be found in Figure S3.5.
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upper-right corner are 1-m slip contours. The bottom-left plot is the average elevation
at this region.
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Figure S3.1: Supplementary figures of 2-D test case. (a) Comparison between sur-
face deformation derived from the input slip (red dots, noise added) and inverted slip (7
kernels, black line) corresponding to Figure 2c. (b) Misfit function vs. the number of
kernels used for Figure 2c. (c) Comparison between surface deformation corresponding
to Figure 2d (11 kernels). (d) Misfit function plot vs. number of kernels used for Figure
2d.
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the triangle’s 3 nodes. (c) Map generated applying a surface technique and filtering to
the nodes in (b).
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Figure S3.3: Supplementary figures of the 3-D test case. Plots (a), (b) and (c) are
the subsampled data, forwarded model, and misfit for the simulated noisy ascending
data. Plots (d), (e) and (f) are the subsampled data, forwarded model, and misfit for
the simulated noisy descending data. (g) Uncertainty map for dip slip in Figure 3d. (h)
Uncertainty map for strike slip in Figure 3f. (i) Eigenvalues vs. order.
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Figure S3.4: Supplementary figures of the Maule earthquake inversion. Plots (a),
(b) and (c) are the subsampled data, forwarded model, and misfit for the ascending data
for the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule Earthquake. Plots (d), (e) and (f) are the subsampled data,
forwarded model, and misfit for the descending data. (g) Uncertainty map for dip slip in
Figure 4a. (h) Uncertainty map for strike slip in Figure 4b. (i) Eigenvalues vs. order.
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Figure S3.5: Supplementary figures of the Grokha Nepal earthquake inversion.
Plots (a), (b) and (c) are the subsampled data, forwarded model, and misfit for the data
from ALOS-2 ascending track 157 for the 2015 Mw 7.8 Nepal earthquake. Plots (d), (e)
and (f) are the subsampled data, forwarded model, and misfit for the data from ALOS-2
descending track 47. Plots (g), (h) and (i) are the subsampled data, forwarded model,
and misfit for the data from ALOS-2 descending track 48. (j) Uncertainty map for dip
slip in Figure 5a. (k) is the uncertainty map for strike slip in Figure 5b. (l) Eigenvalues
v. order.
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Figure S3.6: Some examples of kernels for the 3-D test. The upper row shows the
dip slip kernels and the lower row shows the strike slip kernels. The wavelength of the
kernel decreases as the order increases.
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Figure S3.7: 3-D strike-slip test case. (a) Input strike slip with the black dashed line
denoting the fault trace. (b) Cumulative strike slip vs. depth with black dashed line
being the input strike slip, blue line representing the inverted strike slip, and magenta
dash-dot lines denoting the uncertainty. (c) Misfit vs. order with the red dot being the
order selected. (d) Inverted dip slip and (f) inverted strike slip. Resolving wavelength
for dip slip (e) and strike slip (g) constructed by the algorithm shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure S3.8: 3-D mixture of dip and strike slip test case. (a) Input strike and dip slip
(same amplitude) with the black dashed line denoting the fault trace. (b) Cumulative
slip vs. depth plot with black dashed line being the input dip/strike slip, blue line
representing the inverted dip slip and cyan dash-dot lines denoting the uncertainty,
red line representing the inverted strike slip, and magenta dash-dot lines denoting the
uncertainty. (c) Misfit vs. order with the red dot being the order selected. (d) Inverted
dip slip and (f) inverted strike slip. Resolving wavelength for dip slip (e) and strike slip
(g) constructed by the algorithm shown in Figure 3.2.



Chapter 4

Development on Sentinel TOPS data

processing and it’s application to the

Cerro Prieto Geothermal Field

The Cerro Prieto Geothermal Field (CPGF) lies at the step-over between the Im-

perial and the Cerro Prieto Faults in northern Baja California, Mexico. While tectonically

this is the most active section of the southern San Andreas Fault system, the spatial and

temporal deformation in the area is poorly resolved by the sparse Global Positioning

System (GPS) network coverage. Moreover, interferograms from satellite observations

spanning more than a few months are decorrelated due to the extensive agricultural

activity in this region. Here we investigate the use of frequent, short temporal baseline

interferograms offered by the new Sentinel-1A satellite to recover two components of

deformation time series across these faults. Following previous studies, we developed

a purely geometric approach for image alignment that achieves better than 1/200 pixel

alignment needed for accurate phase recovery. We construct InSAR time series using

a coherence-based SBAS method with atmospheric corrections by means of common-
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point stacking. We did not apply Enhanced Spectral Diversity (ESD) because the burst

discontinuities are generally small (< 1.4 mm) and can be effectively captured during

the atmospheric corrections. With these algorithms, the subsidence at CPGF is clearly

resolved. The maximum subsidence rate of 160 mm/yr, due to extraction of geothermal

fluids and heat, dominates the ∼40 mm/yr deformation across the proximal ends of the

Imperial, the Cerro Prieto and the Indiviso Faults.

4.1 Introduction

The Cerro Prieto Geothermal Field (CPGF) is the second largest geothermal

field in the world with an average annual net fluid extraction over 10 million tons. As

a consequence, the surface subsides at an extraordinary rate despite the fact that the

reservoir is deep and isolated from groundwater [Vasco et al. 2002]. Surrounding the

CPGF, the fault system is complex. The northeast end of the CPGF connects to the

Imperial fault while the southwest end reaches the Cerro Prieto fault. The Indiviso fault,

where the 2010 El-Mayor Cucapah earthquake rupture took place, is only 15 km to the

west [Gonzalez-Ortega et al. 2014]. Previous estimates of the subsidence rate at CPGF

are up to 120-140 mm per year [Sarychikhina et al. 2011; Trugman, Borsa, and Sandwell

2014; Sarychikhina et al. 2015; Glowacka et al. 2010; Hanssen 2001], and the expected

horizontal deformation across the Imperial fault and the Cerro Prieto fault is around 40

mm per year [Bennett, Rodi, and Reilinger 1996]. Tectonically, this is the most active

zone of the southern San Andreas Fault system, but the spatial and temporal deformation

for this area is poorly resolved. Part of the reason is the lack of Global Positioning

System (GPS) data coverage, and the fact that observations from Interferometric Syn-

thetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) are often biased due to the de-correlation introduced by

extensive agricultural activity. (InSAR tutorial can be found in Simons and Rosen [2007],
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Massonnet and Souyris [2008])

To overcome these challenges, we use SAR data from the C-band Sentinel-1A

satellite operated by the European Space Agency (ESA). Sentinel-1A was launched

on April 3rd, 2014, and has been in routine operation for about 2 years. The satellite

is capable of revisiting a prioritized area (like CPGF) with every 12 days, primarily

with a burst radar acquisition mode called Terrain Observation by Progressive Scan

(TOPS). For other areas, the revisit time is usually 24 days. While the short revisit time

is achieved by using TOPS mode, this new type of acquisition mode brings challenges

to data processing. Following previous studies [Prats-Iraola et al. 2012; González et al.

2015], we developed a geometric alignment approach using post-processed precise orbits

of Sentinel-1A (∼50 mm along-track and ∼20-30 mm cross-track [Fernández et al.

2015]). We performed a systematic analysis to test the capabilities of this dataset, and

used coherence-based SBAS [Tong and Schmidt 2016] and atmospheric correction with

common-point stacking [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015] to calculate the deformation

time series around CPGF. The potential burst discontinuities caused by miss-registration

along azimuth were handled during the atmospheric correction step instead of directly

applying Enhanced Spectral Diversity (ESD) after geometric alignment, taking advantage

of the errors being randomly distributed in time. With these algorithms, the maximum

subsidence velocity at the CPGF is clearly resolved ∼160 mm/yr and the tectonic

deformation rate across this region is ∼40 mm/yr.

4.2 Sentinel-1 TOPS Processing

The Sentinel-1 mission was designed to acquire frequent observations (12 or 24

days) with Interferometric Wide Swath (∼250 km) product using TOPS mode [Torres
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et al. 2012]. Unlike conventional ScanSAR, which illuminates the ground with a series

of separated bursts, the TOPS mode SAR system rotates its antenna during the obser-

vation of each burst. While this type of observation reduces the along-track amplitude

scalloping (signal-to-noise ratio change), it also introduces azimuthally-varying Doppler

centroid [Prats-Iraola et al. 2012]. The Doppler centroid variation (∼4.5kHz) wraps the

satellite Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF ∼486 Hz) 9 times (Figure 4.1). Due to this

feature, the azimuth miss-registration error has to be better than 1/200th of a pixel (i.e.

66 mm) to keep the phase difference at burst boundaries to less than 1.4 mm. Note that

standard image cross correlation methods only achieve ∼1/10 pixel accuracy, which

would result in an unacceptably large phase mismatch of 28 mm at burst boundaries

[De Zan 2014]. Moreover, the extra Doppler centroid goes beyond the Nyquist frequency,

so accurate interpolation of the slave image into the master coordinates is not possible

without de-ramping the slave, as discussed in [Miranda and Meadows 2015].

We have implemented a robust co-registration method based on the geometric ap-

proach and optional enhanced spectral diversity (ESD) described in previous studies [San-

sosti et al. 2006; Yague-Martinez, De Zan, and Prats-Iraola 2017]. The code is available as

a new pre-processing module in GMTSAR (http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects

/gmt5sar). The pre-processing starts with a pixel-wise estimate of range and azimuth

offsets using precise orbits and a downsampled (∼360 m) Digital Elevation Model

(DEM), which covers the region of the Single Look Complex (SLC) satellite images (step

1 in Figure 4.2). The precise orbit is used to back-project each pixel in the DEM (lon,

lat, ellipsoidal height) into the range and azimuth coordinates of the master and slave

images . The algorithm first uses a golden section search method [Press 1992] to quickly

find the closest point at the PRF sampling (∼14.5 m along-track) between the orbital

trajectory and the topography pixel. Then a polynomial refinement algorithm is used to

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/gmt5sar
http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/gmt5sar
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improve the numerical accuracy to better than 10 mm in the azimuth coordinate. The

range coordinate is the range between the antenna and the topography pixel evaluated

at the corresponding azimuth coordinate. Note that the range-rate or Doppler is zero at

this closest point. (A correction for alignment to a non-zero Doppler is discussed in the

GMTSAR documentation [Sandwell et al. 2011].) The differences between the range

and azimuth of the slave image with respect to the master image are used to construct a

dense look-up map of range and azimuth shifts, using a surfacing technique described

in [Smith and Wessel 1990]. After these maps are generated, the co-registration is done

pixel-wise, which accounts for topography variation across the full image.

The second step in the processing is to resample the slave image into the coor-

dinates of the master image (step 2 in Figure 4.2). Prior to resampling with a 2-D sync

function, the slave image is de-ramped and demodulated following the algorithm in Mi-

randa and Meadows [2015]. Best results are achieved if the de-ramping and re-ramping

are only performed on slave image, leaving the master image unchanged. Using this

approach, any possible inaccuracies in the de-ramping function will introduce no error

because each slave is re-ramped using the conjugate of the original de-ramp function

plus an appropriate phase shift related to the azimuth shift. De-ramping, interpolation,

and re-ramping are performed burst by burst, after which all bursts within one sub-swath

are stitched to generate one aligned SLC image.

The third (optional) step in the processing is to use the ESD approach to refine

the overall azimuth shift . This follows the method described in previous studies [De Zan

et al. 2014; Yague-Martinez, De Zan, and Prats-Iraola 2017]. The burst overlap areas are

extracted from the aligned master and slave SLCs and a double-difference interferogram

is formed. Azimuth filtering is used to estimate phase, after which the coherence and the
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median of the phase for all the burst overlaps are used to estimate the phase shift using

equation S1. ESD estimation is available in GMTSAR, so the user can decide when it is

needed. The advantages and disadvantages of using ESD are discussed below.

The final step is to use any pair of aligned slave images to form an interferogram.

We de-burst the SLCs by removing 1/2 of the lines along the lower overlap zone of the

first burst and 1/2 of the lines along the upper overlap zone of the second burst, and

abut the lines to form continuous SLC files. The full resolution DEM, mapped into the

range and azimuth coordinates of the reference image, is used to form a full-resolution

interferogram with the topographic contribution removed. At this point, the user can

decide on the type of spatial filter used to estimate phase, coherence, and amplitude. In

the examples below, we use a Gaussian filter with a 0.5 gain at a wavelength of 300 m

in azimuth and ground range. The interferometric products are sampled at 1/4 of the

filter wavelength or smaller (<75m). Each subswath is processed independently and then

stitched in radar coordinates. Phase unwrapping is performed in radar coordinates. The

results presented below were geocoded at 4 arc-seconds resolution.

The only significant differences between this approach and the approach de-

scribed in [Yague-Martinez, De Zan, and Prats-Iraola 2017] are that we do not perform

common-band filtering in range or azimuth, and we use geometric alignment instead

of patch cross correlation in range. We have tested both range alignment approaches

and find that they work equally well. One potential advantage of the geometric range

alignment approach is that it provides a pixel-wise topographically-dependent range

shift, but that is only needed when the baseline approaches a large fraction of the critical

baseline, which does not happen for Sentinel-1 satellites.
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There are two important advantages to this pure geometric co-registration ap-

proach. The first is that it does not require any phase coherence between the master

and slave images. This will become increasingly important as the time separation be-

tween the master and the newly acquired slaves increases beyond several years. The

second advantage is that after each slave is aligned to the same single master image,

interferograms can be constructed from any two images in the set without needing further

co-registration. This is confirmed below and in the supplementary material (Figure S4.3,

S4.6), where we show that the sum of the phase of interferograms in closed circuits is zero

to within the phase noise of the radar. This enables the construction of long deformation

time series from short timespan interferograms. Moreover, this greatly improves the

efficiency in data processing since all images need only be aligned once to a single master.

After point-by-point geometric co-registration, the typical discontinuity between

bursts is 1/400th of pixel (Table S4.1). Larger burst discontinuities are occasionally

visible but they are not a constant azimuth shift at all the burst boundaries as expected

[Scheiber et al. 2015; De Zan et al. 2014]. These burst discontinuities are potentially due

to spatial variations in the ionosphere or clock error on certain bursts [Fattahi, Agram,

and Simons 2017; Gomba, González, and De Zan 2017].

To illustrate the accuracy of the geometric alignment as well as the subswath-to-

subswath fidelity of the Sentinel-1 radar, we show a typical TOPS-mode interferogram

(i.e., 3 sub-swaths) combined in geo-coordinates, which covers a very large area (∼250

km cross-track, ∼750 km along-track), from the Sierra Nevada Mountains across the

Central Valley to the beach at Santa Barbara (Figure 4.3). The acquisitions come from

relative orbit number (track) 144 on date 07/06/2015 and 07/30/2015. The interferogram

was processed with pure geometric alignment/co-registration and no extra adjustment
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from enhanced spectral diversity (ESD - [Prats-Iraola et al. 2012]). Within this large

area, the phase is visually continuous across burst and sub-swath boundaries. When

observed at such a large scale, it is clear that the interferogram contains a significant

amount of atmospheric noise, some of which is strongly correlated with topography.

Also, even though the time-span of the interferogram is only 24 days, there is already

some de-correlation around the farms in the Central Valley.

4.3 Estimation of InSAR Time Series at the CPGF

To investigate the evolution of the subsidence at CPGF, and the spatial and

temporal deformation across the nearby faults, we processed interferometric synthetic

aperture radar data from the Sentinel 1-A satellite spanning the period from October

2014 to July 2016. The satellite collected 42 acquisitions on descending track 173 and

36 acquisitions on ascending track 166. We constructed 201 interferograms from the

descending scenes and 183 from the ascending scenes, with a 90-day temporal threshold

and a 200-meter perpendicular baseline threshold (Figure 4.4, Figure S4.2). We did not

use the ESD method [Prats-Iraola et al. 2012], because the phase discontinuities at burst

boundaries were much smaller than the atmospheric phase contributions (Table S4.1,

Figures S4.3 and S4.4), and could be effectively removed along with the atmospheric

signals as described below. To confirm that ESD is not needed, we also performed the

analysis using ESD and compared the results (Figure S4.8). The differences in average

velocity are generally less than 1 mm/yr. C-band data from synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

observations are strongly decorrelated by agricultural activity or existence of vegetation

over this region [Wei and Sandwell 2010]. The short 90-day temporal threshold was set

in order to mitigate this effect, and also resolve seasonal changes in time series.
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4.3.1 Circuit Test

To further illustrate the accuracy of the geometric alignment, as well as the

accuracy of the calculation of the interferometric baselines, we performed a circuit test

for track 173 by summing up interferograms along the dashed lines shown in Figure

4.4. The circuit had two segments. The time-increasing segment was the sum of 21

interferograms from 10/29/2014 to 07/26/2016, as shown with dashed blue lines in Figure

4.4. The time-decreasing segment spanned the same time interval, and is shown by the

dashed red lines in Figure 4.4. Theoretically, the sum around this circuit should be zero

except for possible phase noise due to decorrelation. The results are shown in Figure

4.5, where the phase and coherence of the direct 2-year interferogram are compared with

the sum of 21 interferograms over the same time span. While the phase from a direct

interferogram and the summed interferograms share similar features, the coherences are

very different. The average coherence of the 21 interferograms is significantly higher

than the coherence of the direct 2-year interferogram. This provides improved phase

recovery of the summed interferogram with respect to the direct interferogram. The

closure test (Figure 4.5f, Figure S4.6) produces a very small phase residual (median of

0.013 mm, median absolute deviation of 0.97 mm), considering that we are summing

up 42 interferograms spanning 4 years. This indicates the error introduced from data

processing is small for deformation signals greater than ∼1 mm/4yrs.

4.3.2 Atmospheric Correction and SBAS

The main objective of this analysis is to compute displacement time series for

each of the ascending and descending stacks of SAR images to an accuracy of a few

mm/yr, in order to better constrain the interseismic deformation of the region. Because

atmospheric and ionospheric phase delays, as well as orbital and clock errors, are
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sometimes much greater than the ground deformation signal, we use the high redundancy

of the interferograms to estimate and remove these errors. This is done in combination

with SBAS time series estimation using an iterative approach described in [Tymofyeyeva

and Fialko 2015]. They note that the phase of each interferogram can be decomposed

into the following terms

∆φi j = ∆τi j +α j−αi + εi j (4.1)

where τ is the deformation signal (steady in time), α is the phase error (turbulent in time)

in each SAR image, and ε represents other errors, such as an inaccurate DEM or antenna

noise. These α-related errors can be estimated and removed by means of common-point

stacking, assuming they are randomly distributed in time. One important advantage

of this stacking method is that it will capture the miss-registration errors at the same

time, as they are also random in time. Together with this error correction, we applied a

coherence-based small baseline subset (SBAS) method to compute time series for the

CPGF region [González and Fernandez 2011; Marotti et al. 2012; Tong and Schmidt

2016]. Instead of omitting low coherence pixels, this algorithm solves for the time series

at every pixel while taking in coherence as weights [Rosen et al. 2000] for the least

squares problem. The short revisit times of the Sentinel-1A satellite, combined with the

coherence-based SBAS, help mitigate strong de-correlation in this area.

4.3.3 Velocity and Displacement Time Series

The mean line-of-sight (LOS) velocity acquired for each track is shown in Figure

4.6. Since there is no good quality GPS model for the region [Sandwell et al. 2016] to

provide large spatial scale control on the InSAR data, we selected a point far from faults

on the North America plate and set its displacement to zero for every interferogram;

this provides a reference point for all other pixels. Note that this does not violate the
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closure test that is the preset rule for error estimation by common-point stacking. The

displacement time series and atmospheric corrections for each epoch are provided in the

supplementary material (Figure S4.3 and Figure S4.4). The maximum observed LOS

velocity of the subsiding region is -168mm/yr for track 173 and -157 mm/yr for track 166.

The boundaries of the subsidence are well defined in LOS velocity map and the overall

subsidence rate increases toward the east from the Cerro Prieto fault to the Imperial fault.

More interestingly, the eastern margin of the subsidence terminates at the southern end of

the Imperial fault, which may indicate that the fault acts as a barrier to subsurface fluid

flow.

We decomposed the two LOS velocity maps into fault-parallel horizontal velocity

and vertical velocity, by assuming the average fault azimuth to be N36.5z◦W [Lindsey

et al. 2014]. The estimated maximum vertical subsidence is 163 mm/yr and the horizontal

motion from east to west (over the mapped area) is roughly 40 mm/yr, in agreement with

the overall change in velocity across these fault systems [Bennett, Rodi, and Reilinger

1996]. The large vertical deformation in the region of the CPGF is caused by removal

of geothermal fluids [Glowacka et al. 2010]. If the CPGF were modeled by deflating

Mogi source(s) one would expect significant horizontal motions in a direction pointing

to the region of maximum subsidence (e.g., [Segall 2010]). Therefore our fault-parallel

decomposition is not valid in this region and the original LOS data should be used for

inverting for the Mogi sources [Trugman, Borsa, and Sandwell 2014]. In addition to the

subsidence of the CPGF, we also observe significant subsidence at Heber geothermal

field (black circle in Figure 4.6a), although the maximum LOS velocity here is smaller,

only around -60 mm/yr.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, there is usually a small phase offset (< 1.4 mm)
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between bursts. We do not correct for this offset because it has the same temporal

characteristics as the atmospheric delay, in that it is common in interferograms that share

an acquisition date and random in time. Therefore, we use the common-point stacking

approach [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015] to magnify, estimate, and remove the burst

offsets together with the atmospheric noise. Figure 4.7 shows the estimated error on

04/24/2015 from the time series calculated for descending track 173. The uncorrected

deformation map (Figure 4.7, left) is contaminated by an atmospheric delay having

the characteristic pattern as a lee-wave [Vachon, Johannessen, and Johannessen 1994].

Also, there are small burst discontinuities around azimuth line 2700 and 4100. These

features are absorbed into the estimated error (Figure 4.7, center). After applying the

correction, the deformation time series are considerably flatter (Figure 4.7, right). A full

comparison for track 173 can be found in Movie S1, where the uncorrected time series

is more turbulent in time and the corrected is much cleaner. It also brought our attention

that, during this study, the assumption that the atmosphere is equally strong across the

full scene is occasionally biased by topographical barriers. When different sources of

atmospheric signal come in to the same scene, the stronger one will potentially dominate

the atmospheric correction sequence, thus a prioritized area (usually your area of interest)

needs to be selected ahead to avoid such situation. Figure 4.8 shows the corrected and

uncorrected LOS displacement time series at the CPGF. The corrected time series are

very clean, while the uncorrected time series are quite noisy, even though they were

computed with the same smoothness parameter using coherence based SBAS [Tong and

Schmidt 2016].

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ielx7/36/8016688/7938636/tgrs-xu-2704593-mm.zip?tp=&arnumber=7938636
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4.3.4 Comparison with GPS Data

Over the past six years, we have deployed two linear GPS arrays across the Impe-

rial and Cerro Prieto faults to better characterize their velocity gradient. The monuments

consist of stainless steel couplers cemented into massive concrete structures. The GPS

antennas are screwed directly into the couplers for accurate and rapid deployment. To

obtain the GPS position estimates we used GAMIT/GLOBK software [Herring, King,

and McClusky 2008] in ITRF2008 reference frame [Altamimi, Collilieux, and Métivier

2011]. Site velocities were computed by least squares linear fitting to time variation

of coordinates for each station and then rotated with respect to Stable North America

Reference Frame (SNARF) [Blewitt et al. 2005]. Velocity uncertainties are estimated

within 1-sigma confidence level [Herring 2003]. We extracted fault-parallel velocity

along two traces to compare with InSAR data. The extracted InSAR velocity is the mean

value over 10x10-pixel (∼180m260m) boxes along A-A’ and B-B’ traces shown in Figure

4.6d, taking the standard deviation as the measurement uncertainty. The InSAR velocity

is shifted to match the GPS, because during InSAR data processing, the point pinned to

zero is not essentially zero if measured with GPS under North America fixed reference

frame. The A-A’ trace is not extracted exactly along the GPS locations because these

areas are not well correlated. However, the comparison shows good agreement across the

Imperial Fault with an overall∼30 mm/yr deformation across the fault (Figure 4.9a). The

fast increase toward the western end suggests there is a hidden fault, as pointed out by

[Lindsey and Fialko 2016], or possibly this sharp curve is biased by the subsidence signal

from the nearby Heber geothermal field. The comparison also shows good agreement

across the western side of the Cerro Prieto fault but poorer agreement on the eastern

side. The InSAR measurements in this eastern area were extracted slightly south of the

GPS line in the Colorado River valley where the correlation is the best. The InSAR to

GPS differences in this region may be may be due to seasonal hydrologic signals, which
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would contaminate the frequent InSAR acquisitions, but would not be resolved by the

less frequent GPS measurements. If we combine the GPS and InSAR data, the estimated

deformation from east to west along B-B’ is close to 40 mm/yr, with a larger portion

going across the Indiviso fault than the Cerro Prieto fault. The higher deformation rate

over Indiviso fault may reflect continued postseismic deformation following the 2010

El-Mayor Cucapah earthquake [Gonzalez-Ortega et al. 2014].

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

We demonstrate a pure geometric algorithm for InSAR processing of TOPS data

from the Sentinel-1A satellite. The accurate orbits and software result in phase differ-

ences at burst boundaries of generally less than 1.4 mm. Since this error is far smaller

than the atmospheric phase delays and could be associated with azimuthal misalignment,

ionospheric variations, or true ground motion, we propose that the enhanced spectral

diversity method for tuning the azimuth alignment is not needed. Moreover, there are

three significant advantages to pure geometric alignment with no ESD. First by aligning

all repeat images to a single reference, circuit closure is guaranteed. This closure is

required for common point stacking and long timespan SBAS time series. Second, long

time series can be processed incrementally, so that when a new SAR image is added it

can be geometrically aligned to the master image and interferograms can be constructed

from any of the other images. Third, interseismic motion can produce a significant

along-track shift that can be corrected using an accurate plate tectonic model rather than

estimated with ESD. For example, consider a long time span interferogram of a stable

plate interior that is moving at 40 mm/yr in the satellite azimuth direction with respect to

the International Terrestrial Reference Frame. The satellite orbit is computed in this fixed

reference frame so after a decade of plate motion the azimuth shift of 0.4 m will cause a
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large burst mismatch of 8 mm. The coherence between the reference and repeat images

may not be sufficient for accurate ESD, but since the tectonic motion is well known, an

accurate azimuth shift can be applied during the processing. The main disadvantage to

not performing ESD is that the small residual mismatch can lower the coherence at the

burst boundaries [Shirzaei, Bürgmann, and Fielding 2017].

We demonstrate the combined accuracy of the Sentinel-1 radar and orbits as well

as the GMTSAR software by performing a circuit sum of 42 interferograms. The circuit

closes to less than 1 mm, which is much smaller than the atmospheric error. This accurate

closure ensures that long time-span interferograms can be accurately constructed from

SBAS analyses of redundant short time-span interferograms. This approach provides a

means to extract interseismic motion in agricultural areas where 1- and 2-year interfero-

grams are largely decorrelated.

We applied the method of pure geometric alignment, common-point stacking

for error estimation, and coherence based SBAS to ascending (42) and descending (34)

acquisitions in the region surrounding the CPGF. The error estimation technique works

well due to the small baselines, short time-span, and regular cadence of Sentinel-1A

satellite. The improved coverage facilitates the combination ascending and descending

LOS mean velocity grids into vertical and fault-parallel grids. The fault-parallel estimates

show adequate agreement with two dense GPS profiles across the Imperial and Cerro

Prieto faults. This new analysis provides refined estimates of three important crustal

deformation signals in the region. 1) We produce the first complete map of the area

of high subsidence rate at the step-over between the Imperial and Cerro Prieto faults.

The estimated subsidence rate is higher now (∼160 mm/yr) than in the past (120-140

mm/yr). Considering that the CPGF is currently only 11 m above sea level, the region
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will be at sea level in just 65 years if the current rate continues. 2) We show that the

Imperial fault does not accommodate the full 40 mm/yr of strike slip motion across

the region and there is significant deformation across unmapped faults in the western

Mexicali valley and further to the west. 3) We observe that currently the Cerro Prieto

fault accommodates less than half of the full plate motion. Our analysis shows significant

motion across the Indiviso fault and faults further to the west. This could be continued

near-field postseismic deformation following the 2010 El-Mayor Cucapah earthquake.

These three crustal deformation signals will be more fully resolved in the next few years

as the Sentinel-1B begins its systematic coverage of the region to complement the critical

measurements from Sentinel-1A.
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Figures

Figure 4.1: Spectrogram of one burst of TOPS-mode data plotted on a log color
scale. (a) Original spectrogram of a single burst of TOPS data wraps around the Nyquist
frequency 9 times. (b) Spectrogram after deramping has low power close to the Nyquist,
which enables accurate resampling.

Figure 4.2: Processing chain for TOPS data using precise orbits and point-by-
point geometric co-registration. The ESD algorithm is implemented in GMTSAR but
not used in this study.
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Figure 4.3: An interferogram combining 3 sub-swaths (109 bursts) from
track 144 of Sentinel-1A data, processed with GMTSAR with geometric align-
ment/coregistration. No enhanced spectral diversity or swath-boundary adjustments
were applied.
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Figure 4.4: Perpendicular baseline vs. time plot for track 173 over CPGF. The dots
represent acquisition dates and the grey lines denote interferometric pairs selected with
a 200-meter baseline threshold and 90-day temporal threshold. The colors of the dots
indicate the atmospheric noise coefficient (ANC) [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015], with
a larger value representing a stronger atmospheric noise contribution on that date. The
red and blue dashed lines correspond to the interferograms used in the circuit test.
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Figure 4.5: Circuit test for the CPGF area on track 173. a) is an interferogram con-
necting 10/29/2014 and 07/26/2016 with d) being its coherence. b) is the interferogram
generated by adding up 21 interferograms following the red dashed line in Figure 4,
with e) being their average coherence. c) is the interferogram generated by adding up
21 interferograms following the blue dashed line in Figure 4. f) is the phase residual
when adding up 42 interferograms along the dashed line circuit (median of 0.013 mm,
median absolute deviation of 0.97 mm). The black lines are the nearby faults provided
by Centro de Investigación Cientı́fica y de Educación Superior de Ensenada (CICESE).
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Figure 4.6: Velocity map derived from analyzing 42 scenes, 201 interferograms
(Figure 4) from descending track 173, and 34 scenes 183 interferograms (Figure
S4.2) from ascending track 166. a) is the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity map for track
173. b) is the LOS velocity map for track 166. c) and d) are the decomposed vertical
velocity and fault parallel velocity following Lindsey et al. [2014], assuming the average
fault azimuth to be N36.5◦W. A 0.15 coherence threshold was used to mask the data
projected. The black lines are the faults and black arrows are GPS survey mode data in
North America fixed reference frame with circles denoting the uncertainty. The black
circle in a) is the location of the Heber geothermal field and the black square in d) is the
location we pinned down to zero in the SBAS processing.
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Figure 4.7: Error reduction by common point stacking. The plot on the left is
the uncorrected displacement in radar coordinates on 04/27/2015 with respect to the
first acquisition on 10/29/2014, estimated with coherence based SBAS for descending
track 173. The middle plot is the error estimated by the common point stacking method
[Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015]. The plot on the right is the displacement acquired with
coherence based SBAS after removing the estimated error from every interferograms.

Figure 4.8: LOS displacement time series at CPFG. Top plot is the subsidence
revealed by descending track 173, and the bottom plot is ascending track 166. The
magenta dashed lines are the time series without the error correction from [Tymofyeyeva
and Fialko, 2015], and the blue lines are the corrected time series. Both results used
coherence based SBAS [Tong and Schmidt, 2016] with the same smoothing parameter.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between InSAR fault-parallel velocity map and GPS. In-
SAR velocity are extracted along the two magenta trace in Figure 6d. GPS data are
projected to the fault parallel direction.
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Supplements

Table S4.1: Estimates of azimuth offset from track 173.The last column is the esti-
mate of median phase difference ∆φ at the burst boundary for an interferogram between
the master and slave. This is converted to an along-track azimuth shift ∆a using the
formula ∆a = PRF ∆φ

2π( fu− fl)
where ( fu− fl) is the difference between the Doppler rate

at the upper and lower edge of each burst (∼4500 Hz) and the effective PRF is 486
Hz so keeping the phase mismatch below, for example, 0.54 radian (2.8 mm) requires
azimuth alignment to 0.01 pixel accuracy.

Scene Date ∆a pixels ∆φ (mm)

S1A20141029 2014301 -0.0002037 -0.0571

S1A20141110 2014313 master master

S1A20141122 2014325 0.0009851 0.2758

S1A20141204 2014337 -0.0003378 -0.0946

S1A20141216 2014349 -4.64E-05 -0.013

S1A20141228 2014361 0.0008317 0.2329

S1A20150121 2015020 -0.0001029 -0.0288

S1A20150226 2015056 0.0043452 1.2167

S1A20150310 2015068 -0.0037625 -1.0535

S1A20150322 2015080 0.0058622 1.6414

S1A20150403 2015092 0.0009582 0.2683

S1A20150415 2015104 0.0004369 0.1224

S1A20150427 2015116 -0.005689 -1.5929

S1A20150509 2015128 0.0031756 0.8892

S1A20150521 2015140 -0.0027981 -0.7835

S1A20150602 2015152 -0.0002216 -0.0621

S1A20150614 2015164 -0.0021707 -0.6078

S1A20150626 2015176 0.004141 1.1595

S1A20150708 2015188 0.0035343 0.9896

S1A20150720 2015200 0.0009581 0.2683

S1A20150801 2015212 -0.0045896 -1.2851

S1A20150813 2015224 -0.0019004 -0.5321

S1A20150825 2015236 -0.0015675 -0.4389
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Table S4.1: Estimates of azimuth offset from track 173, continued.

Scene Date ∆a pixels ∆φ (mm)

S1A20150930 2015272 0.0033381 0.9347

S1A20151117 2015320 4.21E-05 0.0118

S1A20151129 2015332 -0.0006378 -0.1786

S1A20151223 2015356 0.0002627 0.0736

S1A20160104 2016003 0.0018979 0.5314

S1A20160128 2016027 -7.53E-05 -0.0211

S1A20160209 2016039 -0.0054238 -1.5187

S1A20160221 2016051 0.001188 0.3327

S1A20160304 2016063 -0.0030715 -0.8600

S1A20160328 2016087 -0.0011519 -0.3225

S1A20160409 2016099 0.0017592 0.4926

S1A20160421 2016111 -0.0038621 -1.0814

S1A20160503 2016123 -0.0001058 -0.0296

S1A20160515 2016135 -0.0019231 -0.5385

S1A20160527 2016147 0.0021068 0.5899

S1A20160608 2016159 -0.0046403 -1.2993

S1A20160702 2016183 -0.0044538 -1.2471

S1A20160714 2016195 0.0040212 1.1260

S1A20160726 2016207 -0.0026054 -0.7295

S1A20141029 2014301 0.0009851 0.2758

S1A20141110 2014313 -0.0003377 -0.0946

minimum -0.0056890 -1.5929

maximum 0.0058623 1.6414

std 0.0028599 0.8008

mad 0.0022351 0.6258
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Figure S4.1: Map showing the area of study and the nearby faults.
Thick black lines with labels are active faults mapped by USGS
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/) and CICESE (http://www.cicese.edu.mx/).
Black polygons show the footprint of Sentinel 1 InSAR data used by this study. The red
rectangles denote the swath overlaps and the green dashed lines represent burst overlaps.
The blue dashed lines are profiles used in Figure S4.6. The black dashed lines are the
edges where we stop processing data in order to prevent atmospheric contamination
from a different source. For both track 173 and track 166, subswath 1 and subswath 2
are used.

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/
http://www.cicese.edu.mx/
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Figure S4.2: Perpendicular baseline versus time for track 166 over CPGF. The
colored dots represent acquisition dates and the grey lines denote interferometric pairs
selected with a 200-meter baseline threshold and 90-day temporal threshold. The colors
of the dots indicate the atmospheric noise coefficient (ANC) [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko
2015], with a larger value representing a stronger atmospheric noise on that date. The
first and the last acquisition are not estimated and are set to zero in the plots below. The
red dashed line denotes the data used for shift parameter circuit closure test in Figure
S4.1.

Figure S4.3: Circuit closure test for point-by-point alignment. The figures show the
circuit tests for the azimuth grids (upper) and range grids (lower). The grids are very
smooth and well approximated by a plane. The sum around the circuit is generally 2-3
orders of magnitude smaller than the original grids. This excellent closure implies that
processing large stacks of interferograms will be very efficient because once all slave
images are geometrically aligned with the master, well aligned interferograms can be
formed between any two images.
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Estimated Error

Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173. The plots are
estimated atmosphere, ionospheric, orbit error, and clock error followed by cumulative
LOS displacement from track 173 subswath 1 on each date. The images are plotted in
radar coordinates.
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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LOS Cumulative Displacement

Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Figure S4.4: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 173, continued
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Estimated Error

Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166. Plots are
estimated atmosphere, ionospheric, orbit error, and clock error followed by cumulative
LOS displacement from track 166 subswath 2 on each date. The images are plotted in
radar coordinates.
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Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166, continued.
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Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166, continued.
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LOS Cumulative Displacement

Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166, continued.
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Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166, continued.
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Figure S4.5: Atmospheric phase screen and time series for track 166, continued.
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Figure S4.6: Circuit test with topographic phase only for track 173 subswath 1.
The residual phase has a median value of 0.23 mm and a median absolute deviation of
0.24 mm.
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Figure S4.7: High pass filtered profile time series for track 173 and track 166. The
blue lines represent the high pass filtered deformation field along the profiles shown in
Figure S4.1. The red lines denote where the bursts boundaries are. No clear discontinuity
is observed in this plot.
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Figure S4.8: Line-of-sight velocity maps from track 173, solved using atmospheric
correction and coherence-based SBAS. a) is the LOS velocity wrapped to -20 20
mm/yr, without performing ESD. b) is the LOS velocity wrapped to -20 20 mm/yr, with
performing ESD. c) is the map of the difference between a) and b) in mm/yr.



Chapter 5

Tectonic and anthropogenic

deformation along the San Andreas

Fault revealed by GPS and the

Sentinel-1 Satellites

The main objective of our research is to measure strain rate along the San Andreas

Fault System to an accuracy of better than 100 nanostrain/yr at high spatial resolution

(5-10 km) and moderate temporal resolution (2-3 months) using a combination of GPS

and InSAR measurements. This information is critical for developing time dependent

maps of earthquake forecast. Continuous GPS (cGPS) measurements offer high accuracy

(1 mm/yr) vector displacement time series but we show here that the GPS-derived strain

rate maps have poor resolution at lengths scales less than about 40 km because of the

sparse spatial coverage. The regular SAR acquisitions and accurate baseline control

being provided by the Sentinel-1 satellites will eventually improve the InSAR accuracy

to the 1-2 mm/yr level. This study develops the methods for achieving that objective by

152
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optimally combining the first three years of Sentinel-1 InSAR data with velocities from

cGPS time series. The initial results show large amplitude vertical displacement in the

Central Valley of California associated with the drought as well as the end of the drought.

The largest errors are associated with propagation delays through the ionosphere and

troposphere. Based on this analysis, we estimate three more years of acquisitions will be

needed to reach a threshold accuracy of 100 nanostrain/yr at a 10 km spatial resolution.

We note that the accuracy and resolution of these time-dependent strain rate maps will

continue to improve as the Sentinel-1 satellite series continues for its planned 20 years of

operation.

5.1 Introduction

The absence of a major earthquake along the San Andreas Fault System (SAFS)

over the past 100 years, a region home to over 10 million people, provides ample mo-

tivation for studying the crustal deformation of this active plate boundary. While the

timing of the next major earthquake is largely unpredictable, the earthquake potential

along all of the faults can be forecast using geodetic measurements of crustal strain rate.

A recent compilation [Kreemer, Blewitt, and Klein 2014] and analysis [Elliott, Walters,

and Wright 2016] of global geodetic data shows that for Eastern Turkey and California,

there is a clear relationship between geodetic strain-rate and both seismic moment release

and earthquake rate. Areas where strain rate is less than about 100 nanostrain/yr have

both low seismic moment release and low a-value for the Gutenberg-Richter scale. One

of the largest uncertainties in the California earthquake hazard models (i.e., UCERF-3

[Field et al. 2013; Field et al. 2016]) is the amount of plate boundary deformation that is

accommodated by off-fault strain and whether this strain is accumulating as elastic or as

plastic deformation. Therefore improved strain rate measurements are needed to improve
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earthquake forecasts.

In theory, continuous GPS (cGPS) and InSAR measurements can be combined

to develop crustal velocity models, and ultimately strain rate maps, having both high

accuracy and high spatial resolution [Lyons and Sandwell 2003; Johanson and Bürgmann

2005; Fialko 2006; Shirzaei et al. 2013; Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]. To

date these combinations have solved for average crustal velocity and not full displacement

time series mainly because of the irregular cadence and poor interferometric baseline

control of the older SAR acquisitions (e.g. ERS-1,2, ALOS, ENVISAT). In the case of

the California-wide ALOS-1 analysis, the uncertainties are 2-4 mm/yr when averaged

over 5 km cells [Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]. This corresponds to a very

high strain rate error of 400-800 nanostrain/yr. Most of the errors are associated with

propagation delays through the troposphere [Emardson, Simons, and Webb 2003] and

ionosphere [Rosen, Hensley, and Chen 2010; Fattahi, Simons, and Agram 2017] although

some of the error is due to seasonal variations in vertical ground motion associated with

hydrology signals [Hammond, Blewitt, and Kreemer 2016]. The LOS InSAR measure-

ments are dominated by vertical signals because of the steep look angle of the radar so the

vertical motions must be temporally resolved before they can be accurately modeled and

removed. As described in Chapter 4 [Xu et al. 2017], the InSAR data being provided by

the Sentinel-1A and 1B satellites has a regular cadence of 12 or 24 days in the California

region and 6-day repeats are possible in case of a seismic event. This regular cadence

combined with accurate orbits is providing the data needed to reach the 100 nanostrain/yr

accuracy.

In this chapter, we refine the approach developed in Chapter 4 [Xu et al. 2017],

to optimally combine InSAR and GPS data, and apply this algorithm to derive an LOS
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time series deformation map for the entire SAFS using the first 3 years of Sentinel-1

data. We begin by estimating the accuracy and spatial resolution of the existing strain

rate models derived from GPS data. This is accomplished through an analysis of 17

independent strain-rate models that were assembled for the SCEC Community Geodetic

Model Version 1.0 (CGM V1) [Sandwell et al. 2016]. All pairs of strain rate models are

cross-correlated in the wavenumber domain to establish their spatial resolution. This spa-

tial resolution is used to select the optimal crossover wavelength for combining GPS and

InSAR (e.g. [Wei, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2010; Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter

2013]).

The Sentinel-1 InSAR data are analyzed as described in Xu et al. [2017] but with

one significant improvement. Each phase unwrapped interferogram has an unknown 2Nπ

integer phase ambiguity. We have developed a method for solving for these ambiguities

by using the constraint that sums of interferograms around closed loops must be zero.

After finding the set of ambiguities for all interferograms in the stack, one can accurately

connect the phase of the first SAR image in the stack with all other images including the

last image. This approach is also used to identify subareas having integer ambiguities

that are inconsistent with the larger area; we mask these areas, usually associated with

seasonal snow cover.

The time series is constructed using a coherence-based SBAS algorithm [Tong

and Schmidt 2016] that includes an atmospheric-phase correction by common scene

stacking [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015] as well as an elevation-dependent atmospheric

phase correction [Elliott et al. 2008]. Finally we have refined the SURF remove/restore

method of combining the GPS and InSAR to utilize the vertical GPS data to form InSAR

time series having 3 month temporal resolution. The initial results are consistent with the
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large-scale horizontal crustal motions provided by the cGPS data. In addition, the new

high spatial resolution LOS grids reveal numerous previously unmapped vertical crustal

motions mostly due to seasonal and secular variations in groundwater recharge/extraction.

We estimate that with an additional 3 years of Sentinel-1 and cGPS time series data, the

10-km resolution strain rate maps will reach an accuracy of 100 nanostrain/yr that is

useful for earthquake forecasting.

5.2 Assessment of GPS strain rate models from Commu-

nity Geodetic Model Version 1.0

As discussed in the introduction, we use the GPS data to constrain the longer

wavelengths of the velocity and strain rate models and the InSAR data to provide the

shorter wavelength. The approach is similar to the sum/remove/filter/restore (SURF)

method developed by previous studies [Wei, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2010; Tong,

Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]. The main difference is that we construct an InSAR

time series rather than just an average velocity. The optimal wavelength for the filter step

depends somewhat on the application. The main objective of the [Tong, Sandwell, and

Smith-Konter 2013] study was to recover the LOS velocity for the SAFS from ALOS-1

data. They established the optimal filter wavelength by performing a cross-spectral

coherence analysis of 37 profiles crossing the SAF extracted from 4 block models. A

standard Welch’s modified periodogram method [Welch 1967] implemented in Matlab

was used to calculate the cross-spectral coherence among the 4 models (i.e., 6 possible

model combinations). To first order, the coherence among GPS models was high (>0.8)

between wavelengths of 150 and 66km and then dropped to 0.5 at about 20 km wave-

lengths. This wavelength is expected because it corresponds to the characteristic spacing
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of the GPS receivers.

Here we perform a similar cross-spectral coherence analysis on the second in-

variant of the strain rate for 17 models that were assembled for the SCEC Community

Geodetic model (CGM-V1) (Figure 5.1 [Sandwell et al. 2016]. The models were taken

from publications [Zeng and Shen 2014; Shen et al. 2015; Smith-Konter and Sandwell

2009; Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013; Tape et al. 2009; Petersen et al. 2008;

Petersen et al. 2014; Platt and Becker 2010; McCaffrey 2005; Loveless and Meade 2011;

Hackl, Malservisi, and Wdowinski 2009; Parsons 2006; Parsons et al. 2013; Kreemer,

Blewitt, and Klein 2014; Flesch et al. 2000; Field et al. 2014; Sandwell and Wessel

2016]. We analyzed these models by computing the cross spectrum in their overlapping

region in Southern California (longitude 118.3 west, 114.3 west and latitude 32.6 north,

36.3 north, about 400 km × 400 km). We first re-grid each model at 0.01 degree using

splines with tension [Smith and Wessel 1990]. Then we de-trend each model and apply a

20km wavelength edge taper. Finally, we compute the radially-averaged, cross-spectral

coherence between every pair of models using Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) [Wessel

et al. 2013] (Figure 5.2). For most pairs, the coherence is high very long wavelength

and decreases to zero coherence at tens of kilometers. The 0.25 coherence threshold is

roughly located at 80 km wavelength.

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, there is a large variation in the coherence between

these models. All but one agree at long wavelength, but generally disagree at short

wavelength, except those having very similar modeling approaches like Shen [Shen et al.

2015] and Zeng [Zeng and Shen 2014] or Tong [Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]

and Smith-Konter [Smith-Konter and Sandwell 2009]. The disagreements are due to

differing physical modeling approaches, differing fault geometries, and different GPS
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velocity data sets. First, the physical models vary from elastic half space block models to

layered deep dislocation models to models including time-dependent earthquake cycle

effects. These differing approaches lead to different slip rates [Evans 2017] and thus

strain rate. Interestingly, the isotropic interpolator gpsgridder, which we use in this paper,

has an above-average coherence with most of the models. This approach used elasticity

to couple the east and north velocities [Haines and Holt 1993] and is implemented as

gpsgridder in GMT [Sandwell and Wessel 2016]. The SEISM model, which is converted

from seismicity analysis, also agrees well with others at long wavelength. Second, the

fault segments used by the various dislocation/block models have significant differences.

This leads to a mismatch in the location of the strain rate peaks above the faults. Third, the

models were based on slightly different GPS data sets with different station distributions.

The roll-off in the coherence plots (Figure 5.2) is similar to the findings in [Tong,

Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013], but the threshold wavelength we found is quite

different. This difference is not only because we are comparing strain rate instead of

velocity, but also the way we compute the spectrum is different. In [Tong, Sandwell, and

Smith-Konter 2013], they computed the cross-spectrum using an averaging technique

similar as the Welch’s method [Welch 1967] and it’s done over 37 profiles crossing

the SAFS using LOS projected GPS models, which only accounts for the largest fault-

parallel velocity component. What we computed is a more general two dimensional

radial cross-spectrum with the second invariant of the strain rate tensor which uses both

horizontal velocity components. Based on this cross-spectrum analysis, we conclude

that 80 km wavelength is an appropriate crossover wavelength for combining GPS and

InSAR for the construction of strain rate.
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5.3 Combining InSAR time-series and GPS models

The InSAR and GPS combination approach presented here is similar to the

“SURF” (Sum/Remove/Filter/Restore) [Wei, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2010; Tong,

Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013] where complementary filters are designed to combine

the GPS and InSAR. Since our goal is to construct a LOS time-series instead of a velocity

map, and we are investigating a much larger region, there are significant changes to

the “SURF” approach. For velocity estimate, the stacking approach will enhance the

signal-to-noise ratio, taking advantage of the spatially correlated atmospheric noise are

uncorrelated in time (for longer than 1 day) [Williams, Bock, and Fang 1998; Emardson,

Simons, and Webb 2003; Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015]. When we construct a long

time-series with short time span interferograms, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each

is quite small; an alternate method for noise reduction is achieved using a common-scene

stacking technique [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko 2015]. This technique isolates and removes

the noise in each SAR image using interferograms from the surrounding three months.

This retains true vertical signals related to annual hydrologically driven ground motions.

The second difference is related to the filter length scale. Our expanded study area covers

the Central valley of California where a large region (150 km by 300 km) underwent

subsidence ( one area > 20 cm/yr) during the 2011-2017 drought. In this Central valley

region, the GPS stations have a mean spacing of more than 60 km so the InSAR is needed

to resolve the large scale vertical motions. The third difference is that the SURF method

only used the horizontal velocity components to resolve the large scale deformation while

for this new time series method, the noisier vertical GPS data are needed. Because of

these differences we refined the method for combining InSAR time-seres and GPS data.
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5.3.1 InSAR data processing

To construct the InSAR time-series along the SAFS, we gathered all together 5

tracks 229 acquisitions Sentinel-1 TOPS data, each of which covers roughly 250 km ×

420 km (Figure 5.4, about 60 bursts); the time span is 2014.10 to 2017.09. Unlike previ-

ous InSAR satellites such as ALOS-1 where the temporally repeating frames were aligned

spatially and had significant overlap with adjacent frames, the frames of Sentinel-1 data

are not always aligned spatially and there is no overlap. After downloading all the data,

we established new frame boundaries that would accommodate most of the repeating data

and removed the data that had either non-consecutive sensing or not enough coverage.

A special program was written to merge the imagery (geotiff) and metadata (xml) into

continuous products and then cut them all to the same burst boundaries. We produced

1066 interferograms based on a maximum 120 day temporal baseline threshold and a

maximum 150m perpendicular baseline threshold. The sum of the 1066 InSAR time

spans is 58,597 days. Detailed information from each of the tracks can be found in Table

5.1. All the interferograms were processed using the GMTSAR software with open ac-

cess at http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/gmt5sar. The detailed algorithm

of TOPS InSAR processing can be found in Section 4. Beyond that there are a few more

points we want to address here.

The processing is slightly different than performed by other groups. We do not

apply enhanced spectral diversity (ESD) to minimize possible azimuth mis-registration

error at burst boundaries. There are two advantages to not making this ad-hoc correction.

First every slave image can be geometrically aligned once with the master. This greatly

simplifies the processing and ensures an absolute phase connection between the first

image and last image in the sequence. In contrast, a near-neighbor alignment approach

with ESD could introduce a systematic error to the phase and may bias the long-term ac-

http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/gmt5sar
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curacy of measurement. Second, over decadal time scale there will be true plate motions

with respect to the international terrestrial reference frame (ITRF) that can be eventually

measured at burst overlaps [Hooper and Spaans 2016]. Indeed, this true azimuth shift

will provide an additional along-track component to the InSAR measurement. Thus

instead of correcting the usually small (<2 mm) mis-registration error using ESD, we can

remove it as part of the atmospheric phase correction or keep it to use as an along-track

displacement measurement. Note the mis-registration error shares the same spatially

correlated and temporally uncorrelated characteristics as atmospheric noise.

A second difference is related to phase unwrapping and removal of an 2Nπ integer

phase ambiguity. This allows an absolute phase connection between the first and last

SAR image in the sequence similar to a GPS time series. Individual interferograms are

unwrapped using a Statistical-Cost Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping

(SNAPHU) [Chen and Zebker 2001]. Two types of phase unwrapping errors are possible.

The first is the 2Nπ unwrapping ambiguity which is uniform over the entire interferogram.

The second is small scale unwrapping errors manly associated with de-correlatted areas,

such as farms, sand and snow; we cannot correct these errors and mask out this part of

the stack. For the uniform 2Nπ ambiguity, our objective is ensure phase closure around

InSAR loops. For example if there are three SAR images, 1, 2, and 3 and we form the

three possible interferograms 12, 23, and 31, the sum of these interferograms should

be zero except for a small amount of phase noise. However, the sum is commonly 2Nπ

where N is an integer. To identify and correct these integer ambiguities, we construct

triangular phase-loops from all the interferograms. The loop ambiguity is the nearest

integer to the median of the loop residuals; they provide the data for an inverse problem
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as is shown below.

Gm = d,where G =



1 1 −1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 −1 . . . 0 0 0 0
...

...
...

... . . . ...
...

...
...

0 0 0 0 . . . 1 1 0 −1

0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 1 −1


and d =



1

2
...

−1

0


(5.1)

where G is the Green’s matrix with 1 and -1 representing the phase loops and d is just

the list of Ni. Thus m is the just the list of C j, representing 2C jπ ambiguity needed for

each interferogram to create the non-closure loops. j is the index for interferograms. The

Green’s matrix G contains full constraints on circuit closure as any other loop can be

acquired by summing triangular loops. Then we assume there are only a limited number

of ambiguities created during automatic unwrapping and put this problem to a sparse

solver where we

min
m
||m||1 subject to ||Gm−d||2 ≤ ε (5.2)

After solving for m, we round the solution to integers and update the phase of each

interferogram, recompute the loop ambiguities, and perform another inversion. This is

repeated until the loop ambiguities are zero which usually takes a few iterations. After

achieving a stable solution, we recompute the loops to identify localized unwrapping

errors caused by decorrelation. Areas having more than 25% misclosures are masked.

We consider the remaining pixels stable enough for time-series analysis. An example of

this correction can be found in Figure 5.3
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5.3.2 Constructing InSAR time-series

The algorithm we used for constructing InSAR time-series has one significant

difference from the approach in Chapter 4. For that analysis we selected a small area in

the stack on the stable North American plate and forced its deformation to be zero as a

function of time. There is a disadvantage with that approach because this also forces the

atmospheric error to be zero over that patch. If it was not zero then forcing it to zero will

corrupt the entire frame. In our new analysis we don’t need to force any area to have zero

deformation because we solved for the phase unwrapping ambiguity during InSAR data

processing. Moreover, next we combine the InSAR time-series with a GPS model which

further corrects the large spatial scale errors. During the time-series analysis, we use a

combined algorithm [Xu et al. 2017] with both coherence-base SBAS [Tong and Schmidt

2016] and atmospheric phase correction by common-scene stacking [Tymofyeyeva and

Fialko 2015]. As mentioned in Chapter 4, this algorithm will weigh the contributions

from every interferogram to robustly compute a time-series, during which, it’ll also

absorb the turbulent component from the time-series and correct for any remaining

discontinuities associated with mis-registration error. We adjusted the algorithm to

decrease the temporal smoothness to let the algorithm find its balance between turbulent

and stationary signals. One important unresolved problem with the algorithm is related to

the fact that the atmospheric errors typically have a red spectrum. The iterative algorithm

works to minimize these larger-amplitude, long-wavelength wavelength errors first and

sometimes does a poor job of minimizing prominent smaller scale signals such as those

due to gravity waves. As a final step in the atmospheric error mitigation we apply an

elevation dependent atmospheric phase correction during the combination of InSAR and

GPS in order to further remove the short wavelength atmospheric noise [Elliott et al.

2008; Doin et al. 2009].
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5.3.3 Combining InSAR and GPS

There are many published approaches for combining GPS and InSAR velocities

[Gourmelen, Amelung, and Lanari 2010; Johanson and Bürgmann 2005; Peltzer et

al. 2001; Ryder and Bürgmann 2008; Wei, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2010; Tong,

Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]. The first step usually involves modeling or sometimes

just a low-order polynomial fit, most of which does not consider the vertical component

of GPS. The second step mainly uses the remove/restore technique during which different

corrections are performed. Our objective is to develop a full time-dependent of InSAR

time series with GPS time series to form time-dependent LOS displacement time series.

As discussed above we have constructed phase ambiguity-corrected LOS InSAR time

series with about 3 month temporal resolution but as described next we have not yet used

GPS time series to correct the long wavelengths. That is work in progress. The current

algorithm follows:

1. Construct the InSAR time series as described above. We then compute horizontal

velocity GPS grids (east and north using gpsgridder) in the International Terrestrial

Reference Frame (ITRF).

2. The horizontal velocity components are projected into the LOS direction for every

point in each InSAR frame as shown in Figure 5.4a. The flight direction of the

satellite is NE to SW and the radar is looking toward the right. The discontinuities

at frame boundaries are due to the variation on the look angle from 30 degrees

in the near range on the ESE of each frame to 46 degrees in the far range. This

is converted to linear displacement time series and removed from the LOS time

series. The remaining LOS displacements are due to residual atmospheric phase

delays at each time epoch as well fas mostly secular ground variation.

3. The remaining atmospheric delay is modeled as φ
atm−topo
xy = ax+by+c+Exy(p0+
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p1x+ p2y+ p3xy+ p4x2+ p5y2...), where a, b, c are coefficients for a plane, Exy is

the elevation and pis are the elevation dependent coefficients to quantify the effect

of layered water vapor content over mountainous region with allowing spatial

variations [Elliott et al. 2008]. From our test, a planer variation (i = 2) is was

adequate for most cases.

4. Correct the very long wavelength (>80 km) errors in the LOS displacement time

series using the low-pass filtered vertical GPS.

5. Restore the horizontal GPS model to the InSAR time series displacement maps

and also compute a long-term average LOS velocity model (Figure 5.4b).

There are several attributes of the Sentinel-1 InSAR data that are changing the

InSAR time series methods. The first is that the pure geometric alignment enables one to

add new SAR images to the time series without making any changes to the existing stack

because each new image is aligned to the single master. This combined with the ability

to resolve the integer ambiguities in each interferogram using circuit closure constraints

enables an accurate absolute phase connection between the first and last image in the time

series even when a direct interferogram between them would be completely decorrelated.

The larger scenes 250 X 420 km enables a longer crossover wavelength for merging the

GPS and InSAR which will be needed for resolving crustal strain rate.

Again we are still experimenting with methods of combining GPS and InSAR

time series so we expect the method will be revised over the next few years especially

as a longer and more regular time series of Sentinel-1 data become available. In par-

ticular removal of the ionospheric contribution to each interferogram may be critical in

the refinement of the method and we plan to introduce the split-spectrum ionospheric

estimation method that is being pioneered by other groups (e.g. [Fattahi, Simons, and
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Agram 2017]).

5.4 Results and discussions

5.4.1 GPS model and InSAR velocity map

The time averaged LOS velocity model is shown in Figure 5.4b . It is clear that the

Sentinel-1 data add significant signals, both at short and intermediate wavelength. Some

prominent features include, from north to south, the subsidence signal at the Geysers

geothermal field, the uplift over the Santa Clara Valley in the Bay area, the fault creep

around the Hayward fault, a sharp LOS velocity step over the creeping section of the

SAF, a large and rapid subsidence signal in the Central Valley region, subsidence at the

San Jacinto fault step-over, the uplift at Laguna Salada, and the strong subsidence around

the CPGF discussed in Chapter 4. Next we’ll zoom in on four of the most prominent

and distinctive features. Since we have less than 3 years of data, the average rates may

not represent true rates because of atmospheric contamination. Thus we provide mostly

qualitative interpretations instead of converting the velocity to more comprehensive

analysis of creep rate or moment rate.

The first area is the Santa Clara valley where we found uplift at a maximum rate

of 4 cm/yr (Figure 5.5a), which clearly did not show up in previous analysis [Shirzaei and

Bürgmann 2013]. The recent uplift is potentially related to ground water recharge that

started around 2014 (http://waterinthewest.stanford.edu/groundwater/recharge/). Another

interesting feature is that uplift rate changes across the Silver Creek fault, a quaternary

fault not currently slipping. The discontinuity in the uplift rate could be caused by the

fault acting as a barrier that prevents the flow of water transfer from one side to the other.

http://waterinthewest.stanford.edu/groundwater/recharge/
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East of this uplift signal we see about a 5 mm/yr creep signal (in LOS) at the Hayward

fault. More interestingly, the creep on the central strand not as prominent as the strands

to the north and the south.

The second area is the creeping section of the San Andreas fault, where there is

about a 15 mm/yr LOS velocity step across the fault, with patterns similar to the ALOS-1

results [Tong, Sandwell, and Smith-Konter 2013]. We also see an anomalous ground

motion to the west of the creeping section near its southern end. We believe this is either

and uncorrected atmospheric error or is related to the vegetation difference on across the

Cholame Hills. The cause of this anomaly will be better understood with accumulation of

Sentinel-1 data and some further analysis on data from the ascending tracks. The on-fault

subsidence just north of Parkfield reaches a maximum of around 3 cm/yr, which we think

is related to ground water withdrawal.

The third area discussed here is the Central Valley of California. Due to the

recent drought, which started around 2011, there has been extensive extraction of ground-

water mainly for agricultural purposes. This has caused a large area of subsidence as

seen in both InSAR and GPS (Figure 5.6). The maximum subsidence, at the southern

end of the valley, is over 30 cm/yr along the LOS direction. The small discrepancy

between the InSAR and GPS time-series projected into the LOS could be due to the

different sensing depths. GPS stations are mostly deployed to the bedrock but InSAR

is mainly measuring the most shallow surface layer. Another interesting feature is the

recent pause in the subsidence beginning in 2017 (Figure 5.5). This might represent a

recharge in the aquifer during the abundant rains in the winter of 2017. There are also

some more isolated subsidence areas (blue dimples) around the southern edge of the

Central Valley. These are due to more localized areas of oil extraction such as the Elk Hill
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oil reserve and two oil fields to the north of Oildale [Fielding, Blom, and Goldstein 1998].

The fourth area discussed here is a broad area of deformation across the Elsinore,

San Jacinto and San Andreas faults (Figure 5.5d). This deformation is observed in two

Sentinel-1 tracks 71 and 173. Although track 173 has a larger atmospheric contamination

due to fewer scenes. Despite these atmospheric artifacts, there is a clear subsidence signal

at the San Jacinto Fault pull-apart basin. This is most likely also due to groundwater

extraction although there could be tectonic subsidence at this releasing bend in the fault.

5.4.2 Errors in time-series and strain estimation

There are multiple error sources in InSAR measurements, including, orbital

error, digital elevation model error, delay from ionosphere and troposphere, and phase

error due to the radar and/or SAR processor. Since Sentinel-1 satellites have excellent

baseline control and a very precise orbit (< 2 cm radian, < 5 cm along-track), the

orbital error can be considered as minimal [Fernández et al. 2015]. Indeed the geometric

alignment method developed in Chapter 4 demonstrates a rms along-track error or 4.1

cm. DEM error is small because the perpendicular baselines are generally less than 100

m. We believe the main error sources are related to the ionosphere and troposphere.

The ionospheric error should have amplitudes of amout 1 cm over length scales greater

than about 160 km [Fattahi, Simons, and Agram 2017]. Thus the main remaining error

source is due to the troposphere. Some of this is removed during the common-scene

stacking technique but some remains and this is perhaps the major remaining error source.

Following [Emardson, Simons, and Webb 2003], the estimated velocity uncertainty σv
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due to tropopsheric error can be written as

σv =
σi f g

tr

√
12

N3−N
(5.3)

where σi f g is the standard deviation (in millimeters) of atmospheric noise in interfero-

grams and, for California, can be further expanded as σi f g = 2.5×
√

Li f t where Li f g is

the length scale of the interferogram in kilometers, tr is the time interval between InSAR

scenes and N is the total number of interferograms. Based on this formula, the current

uncertainty in the velocity measurement is 3-4 mm/yr, which matches the uncertainty

estimates of the LOS velocity map (Figure 5.7). This model predicts it will take roughly

another 3 years to beat the atmospheric noise to 1 mm/yr in the velocity estimate. This 1

mm/yr error over a 10 km distance corresponds to a strain rate error of 100 nanostrain.

Since most large earthquakes occur in areas where strain rate exceeds this 100 mm/yr

threshold [Elliott et al. 2008] we estimate it will take 6 full years of Sentinel-1 acquisi-

tions before it will be useful for hazard analysis.

5.5 Conclusions

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Sentinel-1 InSAR satellites have sufficient orbital

accuracy and regular 12 and 24-day cadence to use for InSAR time series analysis. The

high accuracy of the Sentinel-1 radar and orbits enables one to sum 42 interferograms

around a closed loop and achieve near zero residual phase once the 2Npi ambiguity is

removed. Here we have developed a method to uniquely solve for the 2Npi ambiguity in

every interferogram so that the phase of the first SAR image in a stack can be absolutely

connected to the phase of the last SAR image. Moreover, continuation of time-series
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construction can be easily achieved since we are using pure geometric alignment for

Sentinel-1 TOPS data. This moves InSAR from a largely relative measurement system to

an absolute measurement system within each InSAR frame which are now 250 km by

420 km. The remaining error sources are due to atmospheric phase delays so GPS data

are needed to constrain the errors at longer wavelengths. To determine the appropriate

crossover wavelength for merging the InSAR and GPS data we analyzed 17 current

GPS strain rate models and found that they have good agreement at 80 km wavelengths

and longer. We revised a merging approach to use both the horizontal and vertical

GPS velocities to correct the long-wavelength error in InSAR time series. Velocities

constructed from this InSAR time series show broad-scale tectonic signals that are mainly

well resolved by the horizontal GPS measurements. In addition, the LOS velocity map

is dominated by a large area of subsidence in the Central Valley of California having

maximum subsidence rates of 30 cm/yr. The maps also show numerous hydrologic

signals, which we relate to human activities. The current atmospheric noise in the InSAR

measurement is 3-4 mm/yr we estimate another three years of Sentinel-1 data will be

needed to reduce the noise to 1 mm/yr where it will be valuable for earthquake hazard

analysis. Since the Sentinel-1 series is planned to last at least 20 years, it will become

and increasingly valuable tool for monitoring interseismic deformation.
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Tables and Figures

Table 5.1: Information of Sentinel-1 data from descending tracks.

Track Azimuth Anx Time
Span (s)

Number of
Scenes

Number of
Interfero-
grams

Total time
span (days)

173 2383 - 2438 38 126 6914
071 2376 - 2431 37 140 8343
144 2349 - 2399 62 335 15684
042 2329 - 2384 44 211 12584
115 2288 - 2344 48 254 15072
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a

b

Figure 5.1: Community Geodetic Model Version 1.0. (a) is the GPS strain model
from averaging 10 GPS strain models, with color denoting the second invariant of strain
rate in log scale. (b) is the standard deviation of (a). The black lines are the fault traces
and state or wet region boundaries.
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mean of the coherence spectrums and the red line is the median. Magenta line represent
the median coherence spectrum between gpsgridder and all other models.
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Figure 5.3: Phase unwrapping ambiguity correction with a sparse recovery
method. (a) is the representing the data (loop) space and (b) is representing the model
(correction) space. Blue lines in (a) is the data acquired by summing interferograms in
each loop and taking the median (then divided by 2π). Red dashed lines in (a) is the
model (correction) prediction. (b) is the correction (should be multiplied by 2π) that
should be subtracted from each interferogram.
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(a) LOS projected GPS model from gpsgridder
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(b) LOS velocity form combination of InSAR and GPS
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Figure 5.4: GPS model and LOS deformation from combining Sentinel-1 InSAR
and GPS data. (a) is the GPS velocity model from applying gpsgridder to 1977 GPS
velocity vectors (converted to ITRF). The model is projected to LOS of 5 Sentinle-1
satellite descending tracks, with the flight direction being north-east to south-west and
satellite looking toward its right. (b) is the combined LOS velocity. Pixels that has more
than 25% unwrapping errors is abandoned. In both maps, the grey lines are the fault
traces.
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Figure 5.5: Zoom-ins on some of the discoveries from InSAR and GPS combined
velocity map. a is the around the Bay Area, to the south of which is the Santa Clara
valley uplift and to the east is the Hayward fault creep. b is the creeping section of
the San Andreas fault. c is the revealed subsidence in central valley. d is the LOS
deformation across Elsinore, San Jocinto and San Andreas faults, together with the
subsidence at the San Jocinto fault step-over.
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Figure 5.6: Time Series of InSAR and GPS data. The grey dots are the processed
and filtered GPS data at CRCN with the blue triangles denoting the solution from InSAR
and GPS combination. Red circles are the time-series at maximum subsidence in central
valley.
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Figure 5.7: Uncertainty from LOS velocity estimates. The plot represents the uncer-
tainty from linear regression of the time-series. The colors denotes uncertainty level,
which is a composition of seasonal signals, atmospheric noise and other effects.
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